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Option C will have a greater impact to residents in an area that Dudley Creek has no effect on. It will also cost
the most which in a time of increased rates the council staff should have considered before now. Option B will
also have a greater effect on residents and rates. Option A is a must as it follows natural contours should be
the most cost effective and have we not realised that altering what nature puts into effect is bad for everyone.

Thank you for your submission. Option C will have construction impacts on some residents including
residents away from the creek. Option A and C are expected to have similar costs, Option B is likely to
be more expensive.
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Option D. Another option and the one I feel would solve the flooding in the low lying areas around the
Flockton Basin (*and at a later date, Richardson Tce area) Build a small set of flood gates at the banks Ave
River Rd bridge where the Dudley Creek enters the Avon River. This would be coupled with a pump to move
water from Dudley Creek into the Avon at times of heavy rain coinciding with a high tide. Tides are the main
reason water builds up along the lower lying area. This could be a trial for future flood gates at the Bridge St
bridge and *Ferrymead bridge. Cheers.

The team considered a flood gate and pump station on Dudley Creek at the Avon River. Hydraulic
modelling showed this option provided benefits to lower Dudley Creek, but the benefits did extend far
enough upstream to achieve the required flood reduction at the Flockton Street area.
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As a resident of the Flockton Basin subject to the flooding, we still are very uneasy when it rains heavily. We
know the solution has not been completed and live with the threat of more flooding. We urge the council to
decide on an option and proceed with urgency. We are afraid that this process is going to stagnate and that
we will remain at risk of flooding.

Concerns noted - project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. Significant flood risk reduction
has been achieved with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station.
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1/ First choice option A (second choice option B) 2/ The trees in Warden Street are not attractive and should
be improved. (Visitors comment as well as my own) 3/ Would prefer an open stream down Warden Street
with closed section mid-way, single land, passing bays. If not feasible-improved landscaping to enhance. #98
is on my boundary. Would be interested in negotiating purchase of part of this section to working, in
conduction with bypass. Prefer CCC to own/develop 98 Warden Street for pump station rather than close
density HNZ developments.

An open channel option was considered at a high level but was discounted due to the depth of
excavation required, potential stagnation of flood water in the base of the channel and impacts on the
road corridor and existing utilities.
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I prefer Option A because: 1. This appears to have the least engineered-hard surface solutions eg less piping,
and, disruption to private land. 2. Makes best use of waterways and already low lying and red zoned land as a
flood plain. 3. Greater opportunity to enhance waterways and for public use - recreational and visual. 4.
However I would like to see greater enhancement of the stream alongside Stapletons Road as well, to
enhance the waterway and flood plain capabilities where possible eg where the retirement home stood near
Dudley Street. 5. Location of current works on stream at Shirley Rd-Emmett Street -former church and EPH use the vacant land as flood plain too otherwise development will again encroach into the waterway. 6. Land
acquisition of the above mentioned sites may cost more upfront however it would be cost effective in the
longer term. Achieve, ongoing enhancement-prohibit development within water ways /esplanade setbacks.

Thank you for your submission.
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Dudley Creek Options for downstream, long term flood remediation
Preferred Option - Option A Looking at the report, I see the project objectives in the main Report Document
dated 12th June 2015 item 1.2 states return the Flockton area to pre EQ levels of flood risk but would
question if this same courtesy is being afforded to the other communities in the downstream area, in particular
where the outflow of any of these options increases the flood risk of the Avon. At the first drop in session I
asked if flood modelling where the proposed outlets would meet the Avon had been looked at and was told
that this had not been done. Due to the drop in our street (Woodchester Avenue) of between .5m to .75m and
subsequently most of Woodchester Avenue now being in the 50 year flood plain which it was not in before the
earthquakes, and the agreement from the Council Officers that the total flow volume of the Avon would be
increased without taking into account storm surge or high tides I feel that this would significantly increase the
risk or vulnerability to our home and the rest of our community. In the Consultation Document on page 21,
Decision Making, Paragraph 2 The Council needs to be sure the downstream works, wherever they are
carried out, provide a well-balanced and well-designed option for improved flood defence for the community.
With this in mind, I feel that I must ask that the City Council communicates with the vulnerable communities
around the Avon, and works collaboratively with ECAN and Central Government to provide robust outcomes
to ensure that flood protection is provided to our community and all those affected, not just in the Dudley
Downstream Remediation. Of the 3 options, I would consider option A to be my preferred option. Increasing
the volume of the existing part of the Dudley Creek would be a strategic way to mitigate flood risk, whilst still
having the ability to improve the amenity value along the waterway, as stated in the Downstream Options
Report as a Secondary Project Target. Currently on the Banks Avenue section of the Dudley Creek,
properties from 96 Banks Avenue to where the creek junction meets the river which are in the residential red
zone, will often flood at times of heavy rainfall in the catchment area. If option A is the chosen option, this
area?" which is currently boggy, and in parts swampy, could have the potential to return to a native wetlands
style area. I see that option B and C are heavy manmade structures and are being proposed for areas that
underwent huge lateral spread and undulations which caused significant impact to underground services, so
much that gravity systems for wastewater are unable to be fully reinstated. I would oppose the spending of so
much money in these areas on this type of structures which could be vulnerable in future events. Banks
Avenue is a pre-existing waterway and I feel that installing new waterways where there were none before,
especially close to areas of global and localised lateral spread would be further undue risk to Council Assets.

The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek
discharge would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would
not typically coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as
being negligible. If the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river
levels are predicted to increase by up to a few centimetres.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible
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Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Dudley Creek Options for downstream, long term flood remediation Preferred Option " Option A
Looking at this report, I see the project objectives in the main Report Document dated 12th June 2015 item
1.2 states return the Flockton area to pre EQ levels of flood risk but would question if this same courtesy is
being afforded to the other communities in the downstream area, in particular where the outflow of any of
these options increases the flood risk of the Avon.
At the first drop in session my husband asked if flood modelling where the proposed outlets would meet the
Avon had been looked at and was told that this had not been done. Due to the drop in our street
(Woodchester Avenue) of between .5m to .75m and subsequently most of Woodchester Avenue now being in
the 50 year flood plain which it was not in before the earthquakes, and the agreement from the Council
Officers that the total flow volume of the Avon would be increased without taking into account storm surge or
high tides I feel that this would significantly increase the risk or vulnerability to our home and the rest of our
community. In the Consultation Document on page 21, Decision Making, Paragraph 2 The Council needs to
be sure the downstream works, wherever they are carried out, provide a well-balanced and well-designed
option for improved flood defence for the community. With this in mind, I feel that I must ask that the City
Council communicates with the vulnerable communities around the Avon, and works collaboratively with
ECAN and Central Government to provide robust outcomes to ensure that flood protection is provided to our
community and all those affected, not just in the Dudley Downstream Remediation. Of the 3 options, I would
consider option A to be my preferred option. Increasing the volume of the existing part of the Dudley Creek
would be a strategic way to mitigate flood risk, whilst still having the ability to improve the amenity value along
the waterway, as stated in the Downstream Options Report as a Secondary Project Target. Currently on the
Banks Avenue section of the Dudley Creek, properties from 96 Banks Avenue to where the creek junction
meets the river which are in the residential red zone, will often flood at times of heavy rainfall in the catchment
area. If option A is the chosen option, this area which is currently boggy, and in parts swampy, could have the
potential to return to a native wetlands style area. I see that option B and C are heavy manmade structures
and are being proposed for areas that underwent huge lateral spread and undulations which caused
significant impact to underground services, so much that gravity systems for wastewater are unable to be fully
reinstated. I would oppose the spending of so much money in these areas on this type of structures which
could be vulnerable in future events. Banks Avenue is a pre-existing waterway and I feel that installing new
waterways where there were none before, especially close to areas of global and localised lateral spread
would be further undue risk to Council Assets.

The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek
discharge would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would
not typically coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as
being negligible. If the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river
levels are predicted to increase by up to a few centimetres.

If A is the preferred option…Could you also give an indication as to what remediation both creek and bank
work will be done for the area between lower part of Stapletons Rd, Petrie St, Chrystal St, North parade up to
Banks Ave and in what time frame. A reply to this question @ the postal address given would be appreciated.

If Option A is preferred the bypass alleviates the need for major works in this area, however continued
maintenance work will be required as part of the waterway maintenance contract.

St John Ambulance would prefer Option A, cross section B as this gives us easy access to the creek in the
event of an emergency. It would also cause us the least disruption to access in this area during repairs.

Thank you for your submission.
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Getting the works done as soon as possible
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Option C appeals the most as creek is very narrow at this point and it will improve the ecology and
appearance along this stretch of river, the widening of the banks is along the straightest stretch of water so
should be easiest to undertake. The pipe is only located along the road, allowing easier manholes and future
access. Short term impacts on affected residents shouldn't be of concern as it is their properties that will
most benefit from it and their house values should go up. Planting should not be grass as the Council
already spend a huge amount of money on mowing parks.
Option B does have merits as it provides a secondary route, however the additional length of pipe adds more
risk of eq damage and more maintenance means increased ongoing costs which actually mean higher rates
again!
The most important thing is to make a decision and to just get on with it, as a directly affected resident of
Carrick street, we can't have another four years of worrying if we will get flooded every time the sky
threatens to rain while we watch the Council twiddling its thumbs delaying the project because they are
indecisive, although they probably won't be the ones getting their feet wet, so what does it matter.

Thank you for your submission. The project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. Significant
flood risk reduction has been achieved with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station.
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Option B, Piped.
I'm a former resident of Warden Street, and held a Drain Layers Licence for 40 years.
Remember, it's possible to PIPE under Dudley Creek, (start piping well NORTH of Flockton), also pipe under
the relevant roads and School Properties etc. The creek will flow with water, but the pipe UNDERNEATH,
will carry the heavier flows.

Thank you for your submission. There are a number of different ways of achieving the Council's stated
project objective.

What is your
preferred option?
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OPTION B SUBMISSIONS

Comments

Responses

Given the amount of disruption to residents in the Dudley Creek area if using the red zone will minimize any
more it would be the best option.

Construction impacts are being considered as part of the MCA process. Note that the use of RRZ land is
not currently approved by CERA and there may be delays associated with this approval.
Thank you for your submission.

Step 1. Collect the water from the lowest parts of the Flockton Basin.
Step 2. Filter sand and sediment out. Use St Albans Park for building underground filters. Pipe along Edward
Ave, then via Hills Rd to Warden Street. Pipe East, across the Shirley Intermediate School grounds to
Marion College etc.
Step 3 Build 3 Pumping Stations. The first to be North of Flockton. The second at St Albans Park, and the
third next to the bridge on the Warden St/Stapleton's Rd intersection.
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It would be nice to be able not to worry when it rains. And to live again without flooding threats continually.
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Will you be any something Dudley creek by the Shirley shopping centre it needs to clean up there lot rubbish
in this part of the creek maybe to put something in the creek to the rubbish can't move down the creek.

Thank you for your submission.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Concerns noted - project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. Significant flood risk reduction
has been achieved with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station.
Thank you for your submission. Your concerns are noted.
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Comments
I like option B as it seems to get water from the Dudley Creek out to the river most directly and quickly. All
the options require piped section at some stage. I like option C least because it pipes the water then it is
back into the stream. B, A, C would be my order but action is needed so you should get on with it. All the
schemes cost a lot but are within a similar range so that should not be the determining factor. Which scheme
will work best? I don't know. That's what we have engineering experts to decide.

Concerns noted - project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. Significant flood risk reduction
has been achieved with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station.
All three options achieve the required flood reductions.

In so far as the present consultation relates land that is not in private ownership, I do have one
recommendation, which is: that Stapletons Rd be closed off either side of the Dudley Creek where it passes
under Stapletons Rd; and that Dudley Creek be reverted to an open stream bed, as has been done at
Chancellor St. This would provide continuity of natural stream banks, and given that CCC has indicated the
need to replace the under road culvert, may allow some cost savings, as this replacement would not then be
necessary. Choosing this option may also open up opportunities in relation to St Albans Stream connection
into Dudley Creek.

Thank you for your submission. We will consider removing culverts where they require replacement and
where this fits in the context of the wider roading network, including consultation as required.

Proposal: THAT OPTION B is chosen in preference to OPTION C and that OPTION A is not taken up under
any circumstances. Reasons in support of the above proposal:
A) BACKGROUND a) I am a long term resident of North Parade having lived with my wife Christine at our
current address since mid 1993 and have had plenty of time to see how the Dudley Creek operates in
supposedly good and bad times. Prior to the 22nd February 2011 earthquake and even since that time,
unless a crisis has occurred in the Dudley Creek the Christchurch City Council (hereinafter CCC) has
neglected its duty of the care and maintenance of the Dudley Creek and this is still very obvious today.
REGARDLESS OF WHAT OPTION is chosen to upgrade the downstream part of the Dudley creek, the CCC
needs to get on and urgently clean out all the rubbish that is still in the Dudley Creek at present and needs to
restore the creek base to a level that shows that at all times it is well below the levels of all pipes and bridges
so that any rubbish that has built up in pipes can be scoured out by the natural force of water.
b) Dead trees: It is also of importance that ALL dead and dying trees alongside the Dudley Creek are cleared
away forthwith. Regardless of people’s desires to see trees remain, dead trees are useless and there are
plenty of examples of this in the Dudley Creek today. Get rid of the rubbish thereby increasing the cubic
metre capacity of what is already there.
c) Bridge Specifications: Changes to bridge specifications are a must and should a property owner desire to
replace a bridge or upgrade it, the bridge needs to be flat-in at road level height. Currently, bridges that cross
the Dudley Creek along North Parade and Banks Avenue in many instances drop down and effectively
create dams to the capacity of the Dudley Creek. The Marian College Bridge on North Parade and the First
Bridge on Banks Avenue are good examples of flat-in Bridges and Bridges such as 152 North Parade and
20 Banks Avenue are good examples of problem bridges in the Dudley Creek.
B) CHOICE OF OPTIONS: Discussed in alphabetic order.
a) OPTION A: OPTION A is not acceptable under any circumstances as it will put an unacceptable increase
in capacity on the Dudley Creek at a crucial intersection of the City’s Bus system and by having the pipe
discharge point at the intersection of Banks Avenue and North Parade would mean that the Dudley Creek
would need to be straightened to allow the Dudley Creek to flow more efficiently. Consideration needs to be
given regardless of what option is chosen as to whether or not the Bridge at River Road is large enough to
carry the storm water capacity of the creek. The Answer is NO and it would need to be rebuilt with increased
capacity for effective discharge into the Avon River.
b) OPTION B: OPTION B is my preferred option as it has the opportunity for it to have a second catchment
point for overflow water. Making the presumption that the overflow pipe is in operation; storm conditions are
making life very difficult and extra water needs to be collected a second catchment point can be joined in at
the Marian College Grounds. This would mean that the Pipes downstream from Marian College would need
to be larger than currently proposed. Also with the fact that the Shirley Boys High School is in the process of
re-locating sites, there is the opportunity to realign the pipe on a far straighter line across the Shirley

Thank you for your submission. Your comments and suggestions regarding maintenance are noted.
Your comments regarding the options are also noted and will be taken on board when the Council
considers the options through the multi criteria analysis process.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Responses

The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek
discharge would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would
not typically coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as
being negligible. If the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river
levels are predicted to increase by up to a few centimetres.
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Intermediate School, Shirley Boys High School Sports Ground so that the 90o bend at North Parade is
removed and connected on a far straighter alignment. Also as part of this work in Option B the
undergrounding of all other services such as Electricity, Telephone etc would be expected on Warden Street,
Cargill Place and any other street affected by Option B. I do not believe that the alternative proposed route
for the pipe via Richmond park and Medway street is acceptable. The straighter the pipe line the better.
c) OPTION C: OPTION C looks a simple job, but involves the potential damage and disturbance to a lot of
people's private connections especially those provided underground and the extra work involved in making
sure that they are not damaged or broken at any time. Also the roads and footpaths would have to be re-built
as part of this as there is no-way that the CCC could go along and install this type of piping system and not
re-build completely all footpaths and pedestrian crossings along the entire length of Stapletons Rd, Randall
St, Medway St affected by the works and that part of North Parade affected as well. I would not be happy
with any damage being done to the Weeping Elm Tree that is at the intersection of Medway Street and North
Parade. Also (as stated in option B above) as part of this work in Option C the undergrounding of all other
services such as Electricity, Telephone etc would be expected on Stapletons Road, Randall Street, Medway
Street and any other street affected by Option C. Unlike Option B there is no way that any second
connection can be made to this pipeline and The CCC has to put up with its pipe size and capacity forever.
C) CONCLUSION The CCC needs to learn a very simple lesson from this consultation process, which is that
it must keep ALL ITS RIVERS, STREAMS, DRAINS AND PIPES CLEAR AT ALL TIMES!! A lot of work was
put in by me at the time of the March 2014 floods going around the Dallington area keeping drains and
sumps clear and what was very obvious to me was the Sub-Standard level of maintenance that allowed
huge backups of water to occur due to the huge amount of rubbish that was in council pipes some of it many
years old. The DUDLEY CREEK will benefit best I believe from OPTION B as it is the only option available
that you can make a second catchment point to the proposed pipeline work successfully if necessary.
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I prefer option "B" - although initially more expensive, long term benefits it offers worth it. Reduced
maintenance costs less environmental impact. This option also may be quicker to complete.

Thank you for submission. The cost, maintenance costs and environmental impacts of each option will
be considered as part of the MCA process.
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I prefer option B as it has less environmental impact and it will drop the flood level in the Mairehau drain
considerably thus reducing flood risk in the area. After speaking to the people at the drop in sessions I think
option B via Warden St, Shirley Intermediate, Marian College, Richmond Park & Residential Red Zone is the
best option - not going down Medway Street.

All the options achieve the same drop in water levels in Mairehau Drain. All the pros and cons of the
various options and the communities' views will be considered in making the final decision.
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The trees along Stapletons Road are as important and as beautiful as the ones along Banks Ave and
deserve the same consideration.
- However a combo of B and the opening of the creek along Stapletons Road makes sense to me. Just as
clearing and improving the catchment along North Avon Road made sense (thanks!). If the stream area
along Stapletons Road was replanted and improved as per Option C as well as the pipes in Option B, this
would serve to enhance Option B by adding an additional safeguard and maintaining the aesthetic.
- Option C possibly includes a pump house at 65 Petrie St which will not improve the appearance of Petrie
Street. That wee green bit looks pretty good at the moment. Just another thing to get vandalised around
here. What is that building on Stapletons Road near the intersection with Averill St?
- Only thing with Option B is that the water is removed into the Avon quite far from where the creek emerges
into the river at Banks Ave. Is this optimal?
PLEASE NOTE: WE ROCKED UP TO SHIRLEY BOYS HIGH LIBRARY A LITTLE AFTER 1.30PM
YESTERDAY JUNE 27 AND THERE WAS NO ONE THERE FROM THE CCC TO TALK TO ABOUT THIS?
WHAT HAPPENED THERE?

Thank you for your submission. Hydraulic modelling shows that the Stapletons Rd section of the creek
would not need substantive widening if Option B goes ahead, however your comments are noted.
Current calculations show that the different Avon River discharge location and increased flow has a
negligible impact on the Avon River levels.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Had contact with resident regarding the drop-in session.
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We are concerned that this project needs co-ordination with the work on the Avon. We have witnessed
severe flooding in the Banks Ave part of Dudley Creek and are concerned that the bypass does not back up
and increase the problem there.

The Council will be considering the project interaction with the Avon River as it moves forward and will
endeavour to coordinate various work programmes where possible.
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I like "B" because the water goes directly in to the Avon without mutilating the streams/creeks. Also it has
minimum street disruption.

The construction impacts are being considered as part of the MCA process.
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Still not convinced any of the three options will actually do much about flooding
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Why is this all happening again because a few residents in one street complained? Delays mean more
flooding & increase in costs to repair whatever is chosen.

The Council is confident that the options proposed, along with upstream creek works, will return the
Flockton Street area to its pre-earthquake flood risk.
Concerns noted - project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. Significant flood risk reduction
has been achieved with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station.
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Option B Council has great difficulty cleaning and maintaining open drains. This has been my observation for
the past 28 years.
Discussions with the Council to get maintenance done falls on deaf ears. Pumps and a pipeline would be out
of public view.
Hopefully maintenance would be cheaper than open drains.
Whatever the Council decides, the option will be gratefully received by the residences that have been
flooded.

Irrespective of which option proceeds the Council will still continue to maintain Dudley Creek. Additional
below ground pipework will also need to be maintained. The overall maintenance requirements are
being considered when the Council makes the final decisions.
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All the options require works downstream of Flockton Street, and this will affect some residents. The
effects are being considered when the Council makes its final decisions.
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I am concerned that fixing the Flockton Basin problem does not result in the creation of downstream
problems elsewhere. I have chosen Option B as it appears to impact the least on other residential owners
and creates least disturbance to other communities.
Option B. This option has the least impact on all residential property in the area and to the environment. It
uses land that is government/Council owned without interfering with private land. It has minimal impact on
the section of Dudley Creek through the Banks Avenue area. This area has special significance to
Christchurch in its tree plantings and past history of the street. To change that for the sake of a very large
storm water pipe would take away that special significance, when there are alternate routes for the pipe
which will have little or no impact.
While being Banks Ave residents we do not want to hinder the flood redemption work for the Flockton basin,
but also do not want the problem shifted to another suburb of Christchurch. There needs to be a bigger
picture view of the situation and a solution that fits with all suburbs and residents. This is something that is
not coming through at all the consultation meetings. Areas are being dealt with individually in a divide and
conquer mentality from council staff.
Our preference is for Option B as it has the least amount of impact to private residences.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Responses

The Council is consulting with the community in an open manner and the impacts on property,
environment and landscape will be considered as part of the MCA process.
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I am referring to all three options which will add an extra input of water that is flood water into the Avon river
at roughly the same location. I have a number of questions. Will flood waters be released into the Avon as a
sudden, large input of water or will it be controlled and released in smaller quantities over a longer period of
time? What changes to the Avon river ecosystem could result from this extra input of flood water which
would contain a variety of urban contaminants as well as sediments?
What will be the social, economic and environmental results of this input? Who would be responsible for any
change or damage that could result from this and therefore open themselves up to legal action and
compensation? Is it possible to make changes in one part of the river system without affecting other parts?

The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek
discharge would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would
not typically coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as
being negligible. If the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river
levels are predicted to increase by up to a few centimetres.
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Hydraulic modelling shows that all the options achieve the flood risk reduction in the Flockton Area while
not increasing flood risk in other areas. The Council will be carefully designing any works to provide the
required capacity, to limit the risk of bypass pipe inlets blocking and considering overflow paths. All the
options aim would have the general effect of lowering flood water levels in the creek beside your
property.
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We own 69 Stapletons Rd and lived there from 2006 up until October 2014 so know the section of Dudley
Creek along Stapletons Rd, and St Albans Stream which borders our property, very well, before, during and
after the earthquakes.
We do not support C as we are concerned it may not be enough to mitigate the flooding. If it is inadequate
the flooding problem may simply be shifted from Flockton/Aylesford to Stapletons.
Either A or B is preferable over C though we believe B offers lesser impacts on residents and the
environment.
We would like to see some of the enhancement work outlined in C happen along the section of Dudley
Creek adjacent to Stapletons Rd. This section of creek has changed quite a lot since the quakes with
noticeably less flow and damage to/loss of vegetation.
I particularly do not want to see the amenity values of Banks Avenue affected negatively by any proposed
plan. Very much prefer option B for this reason.
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What is your
preferred option?
B

Submitter #
55

Comments

Responses

Thank you for your submission.
I support either A or B:- BUT insist that Dudley along Stapletons gets cleaned up regardless to give the
whole solution more redundancy.
Option A or B could still struggle during an extreme event, which would impact on Dudley along Stapletons
Road. I would like to see the Stapleton's area of Dudley widened and refurbished regardless. Our protected
environment is IMPORTANT.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

The impacts on amenity value of the area are being considered as part of the MCA process.

If Option A or B are preferred the bypass alleviates the need for major works in this area, however
continued maintenance work will be required as part of the waterway maintenance contract.
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Option A and C: opportunities for long- term enhancement of the waterway and landscape are put forward as
advantages of these options. I would like to point out that choosing option B does not preclude
enhancements being made to the Dudley Creek environment. Putting this "opportunity" forward as an
advantage for these two options is not a genuine argument.
Option C, and alternative route for Option B: Putting forward the fact that neither of these options require
agreement for use of the residential red zone is not a genuine advantage. The government could not
conceivably have an objection to publically owned land being used for flood mitigation.

Enhancement of the creek will not be included in the project if Option B is taken forward, however with
Options A and C there is an opportunity to enhance the waterway whilst undertaking the widening works
at little additional cost.
CERA have not yet made decisions about the use of red zone land at this time and hence these options
have the potential to cause significant delays to the project.
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Having lived in Banks Avenue for 20 years until the earthquake, we are concerned about the removal of
trees and plants and consider Option B to be the most effective means of alleviating the flooding without
destroying the landscape along the creek which has been a beautiful part of the Dallington/Shirley area for
many years.

Thank you for your submission.
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Thanks to the elected officials for listening to the residents of Banks Avenue and undertaking more work. By
choosing option B it has the least impact on private properties and our environment. To proceed with either
option A or C would see ongoing impacts for us during the construction and post with our neighbourhoods
being left even more damaged. I am still not convinced that the downstream effects will not result in flooding
for us as this is not built for the events that flooded Flockton. At the council meeting councillors said this
would not be a decision based on cost alone - let that be true. The CCC has had to spend more money than
it should have to get this result as the previous "consultation" process and the work undertaken by
professional consultants was not balanced and did not consider the wider and united community. Please let
us get on with other more pressing matters like having warm and repaired homes as most of us haven't.
Please work with CERA to ensure a good outcome as it could be amazing if we could turn part of the red
zone into a reserve.

Thank you for your submission.
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I prefer Option B as it will have less effect on households in this area, especially in terms of construction
impacts, as the piped bypass mostly follows land that is non-residential (schools and the Red Zone). It also
means that the need for ongoing maintenance/repairs/replacement will have minimal impact and disruption
on residents in the future. Maintenance work could be scheduled for times that would have the least effect
on the two schools and Richmond Park, such as, during the school holidays.

Thank you for your submission.
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What is your
preferred option?
B

Submitter #
86

Comments
Option B looks to me as if it will cause less disruption to residents and motorists as much of it goes through
Marion College (unused at present), park and red zone land. Also its piped so, once covered up, should
have minimal impact on environment.
I am against any further disruption to Banks Ave (option A) if there are other viable alternatives. Banks Ave
is one of the very few remaining areas in this EQ ravaged suburb that is still pleasant to walk around, due to
the lovely trees and walkable footpaths. Please leave it alone - sometimes in extreme flooding, it's been our
only way out of this suburb (River Rd, Gayhurst roundabout under water, Dallington Terrace closed and the
bridge closed) so we need it to be open to use at all times. I imagine if option A was chosen then Banks Ave
would be closed for many months while the work was being undertaken. This suburb and its people have
been under huge stress over the past 4 years with all the red zoning and its impacts, house demolitions,
road works, flooding, Please choose the option that will cause least disruption to our everyday lives - the folk
in Flockton Basin have had enough - but so have we. Many thanks.

Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another

Getting the works done as soon as possible

Thank you for your submission.

Thank you for your submission.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity

Increased flow of water into the Avon River

Responses

Thank you for your submission.
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4

Comments

Responses

Dear Ann, My thanks for arranging a meeting at my house on Thursday July 2nd at 12.30pm to discuss
flooding issues for Dudley Creek and the Avon. Present was Ann Campbell CCC, Tom Parsons Engineer
and myself. I found this a helpful meeting in clarifying the current thinking from the engineering perspective
especially after reading the following statements on page 12 Option A of the Dudley Creek options for
downstream long term flood remediation.
"There will be no increase in flood depth along Banks Ave in extreme events i.e. as in 1 in 50 year storm
event" This appears illogical considering current conditions and events. I include a photo of Dudley Creek in
flood in March 2014 to add to other photos already supplied to CCC via Tara King. I could not imagine flood
height remaining constant if option A is adopted. Please note a stainless steel flood height mark on my
property at 22 Banks Ave of the March 2014 event resulted in a CCC survey measure of 12.01m RL. This is
a serious flooding height which exists now without doubling the water volume of Dudley Creek Banks Ave to
9.5 cubic meters per second should option A be adopted "the water will move slowly in an extreme event,
the widening work is sized to take account of the increase inflow from the Flockton Street area" - an
astounding statement to make. The Avon with its heightened banks already fully backs up its tributaries such
as Dudley Creek in peak flood conditions. This is causing severe flooding in Banks Ave now, without the
extra water load from Flockton should option A be adopted. This meeting seemed to echo previous contact
with the CCC with bogged down discussion on theoretical modelling solutions from the engineer.
I am not saying he was not sincere but.... let's say theoretical modelling without a healthy dose of referral to
real evidence is a worry. Common sense and current conditions dictate that option A would be a costly
exercise in futility. This can only achieve a shift of a flooding nightmare from one area to another. Option B
would at least achieve a delivery of flood water into the Avon without worsening the existing Banks Ave
Dudley Creek flooding. It is my hope that an overloaded Avon will be able to break out into future well
managed flood areas such as red zone areas and other designated areas where water can be stored waiting
for the Avon river height to drop enough for conveyance out to sea.
Option B is my choice. The most valuable part of this meeting was near the end when I asked the question
'what is the basic formula with regard to flooding' Answer.
INPUT + OUTPUT = STORAGE
very explanatory. So if in flood conditions input exceeds output, the flood water has to be stored until such
time the overloaded Avon drops its height to convey water in the right direction again.
So I guess storage = management. My concerns regarding management include:
Insufficient time and ability by the CCC to co-ordinate a macro approach to flooding solutions. Reason as
follows.
It appears that CERA has control over the red zone land and is not moving at the pace that the CCC needs
to provide macro flooding solutions.
I fear that this divided body approach will procrastinate and slow the process of finding the shortest path to
the best overall solution.
Ultimately, it seems to me that Christchurch does not have a choice as flooding is a reality. We all want the
same thing, the least amount of damage to our assets and the safety of our homes.
Thank you Ann for your assurance that this form of submission is acceptable.
Option B seems an obvious choice as it has very little impact on private property and the environment.
Taking into account that the Dudley Stream, along Banks Avenue, has already been widened (under
emergency measures) to take extra water in an extreme event, Option B would be providing an extra
channel for flood waters which can only be a good thing and would hopefully lessen the risk of flooding in
Banks Avenue.
Option B could also provide an attractive addition if it was designed as an open stream with suitable
plantings where it transverses the Red Zone. It would be difficult to imagine CERA refusing to allow the use
of the Red Zone for this project.

Thank you for meeting with the project team to discuss your concerns. There is a complex interaction
between rainfall, run off, flooding and the potential tidal influences between the Avon River and Dudley
Creek catchments. Considerable effort has been placed in understanding these interactions which have
informed the design. The proposed widening works in the downstream reaches is designed to prevent
increases in water level resulting from the increases in flows. This approach has been adopted across all
three proposed options.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.

B

I am completing this joint submission on behalf of fifty-two (52) members of the Dudley Stream Group.
(names and addresses etc. available) The group has made it clear that it is opposed to Option A as per its
previous joint submission of 24 November 2014, plus in a joint 'Declaration' involving five other local groups
which was forwarded to Mr John Mackie in April, 2015. Option B has been indicated as our preferred option.
Many members will also be forwarding individual submissions.

Thank you for your submission.

Option B as it has no negative impact on private property or the environment. It will also act as an extra
conduit for flood water in addition to that provided by the Banks Ave section of the Dudley Stream which has
already been widened.

Thank you for your submission.

Hi I am Paul McKenzie owner of 34 Banks Ave ChCh. I would like to record that I am in favour of option B for
the flood mitigation along the Dudley creek as outlined in the CCC booklet sent to me. Thank you

Thank you for your submission.

Having lived on Banks Avenue and witnessed flooding of Dudley creek in addition to the usual fluctuations of
the tide as the moon has her influence I see no logic at all in placing an increased flow via the downstream
portion of Dudley Creek. What is needed is increased capacity in times of flood so to me the construction of
an accessory channel which becomes active in times of flooding seems appropriate. The other option of
creating holding lakes for flood water within the red-zone or elsewhere also has merit. Could this be
incorporated into planning for the Dallington Rowing Lake" or possibly the "Eden Project" plans.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/67018529/Red-zone-lake-for-water-sports-game-changer
http://www.avonotakaronetwork.co.nz/f/3967cd8ea51bd802.pdf
The environment of the lower Dudley creek is special and worthy of conservation. The tree lined avenue
makes for desirable property and is one of the few remaining green assets of our city. It is used for
recreation and has ecological value. It would be a tragedy to see this area destroyed or scarred with
concrete.
Of the options presented Option B with an underground pipe via Marion College would seem the least
disruptive to both residents and the ecology of the lower Dudley Creek with normal flows maintained through
the existing natural waterway.
An additional point I would like to make is that during the earthquake tons and tons of liquefaction silt must
have entered the Dudley creek so it is no surprise that the waterway was choked and causing upstream
flooding issues. Just yesterday our storm water drains were water blasted extracting yet more silt and I
suspect that over the next few years the Dudley Creek will require regular dredging to remove this steady
release of silt. So my point is are we spending a huge amount of money on new drainage plan before doing
the basics - aggressive silt extraction in all portions of the Dudley catchment on both public and private
waterways and storm water.

Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.
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Comments
I am for reducing the flood effects in the Flockton but that does not mean I am for wrecking other
communities environment to achieve this. Both options A and C wreck the environment.
Especially in Banks Ave we have been through a lot during/since the earthquakes including losing half our
residents by the red zoning of half of Banks Ave and with that we lost between 20 to 25% on the value of our
properties when revalued in 2013. Option A will just increase the loss of value with our properties.
Option B will be underground and not interfering with the environment or private property (other than
Marion). I think taking the outlet through the park and out on to Medway Street is a good option if access to
red zone land is not an option. Interesting CCC need access to red zone land in option A also.
Another issue is that CCC cannot give a guarantee that residents in Stapletons Rd or Banks Ave will not be
flooded with double water arriving. Option B the water flows separately from the main flow of water.

Thank you for your submission. The design philosophy is to achieve the flood risk benefits upstream
while not increasing water levels downstream, and this is achieved through detailed hydraulic design.

The selection of options is complicated by the work being done in the "dotted" zone as per your document
below. This work has a significant culvert under Shirley Rd with remediation to the North. Remediation to
Dudley Creek and St Albans creek is reported to be returning those areas to pre quake levels and no doubt
has some improvement. The length of Dudley Creek from Warden St South to the Stapletons Rd Culvert is
proposed as being left at post-quake status. This means that significantly more water will be flowing into a
damaged waterway that already floods. So based upon that we submit that a level of remediation should be
done to that section of Dudley Creek should option A or B be selected. This has the advantage of adding
resilience to both those options for a fairly low cost. We have significant reservations regarding option C
based upon the fact that if it fails as a system then severe flooding will result in our area. We therefore
propose option B with the caveat that Dudley Creek South of Warden is remediated. Concerns have been
raised that the flow into the Avon, which already floods where your outlet is proposed, is not adequately
resilient. One has to hope that this has been adequately considered. The over-riding fear is that you are
conveniently shifting the "Flockton problem" to become a NW Richmond one. Unlike in the past, whichever
option is chosen, all the waterways require ongoing regular maintenance.

Thank you for your submission. If Options A or B are preferred, the increased flows from upstream areas
will flow into the bypass and the section of waterway between Warden Street to the Stapletons Road
culvert will be returned to pre-quake water levels. Note also that if either of these options are taken
forward, although the bypass alleviates the need for major works in this area, continued maintenance
work will be required as part of the waterway maintenance contract.

I strongly disagree with the view put forward that Option A will not increase the existing flood levels in Dudley
Creek. More water pumped in without an ability to flow out at the same rate will obviously raise water levels.
Option A appears to be based on using privately owned land (unfairly zoned TC3 when it should have been
red zoned) as an overflow area for high flood events. My property at 32 Banks Avenue is more prone to
flooding since the earthquakes than it ever was previously as the ground level dropped. It should be prequake flood levels you compare to not current post quake flooding levels, which are already unacceptable
due to the lowered land levels along the creek front properties as a result of the quakes. Option A would be a
very low blow, particularly as those of us whose properties are considered to now be at increased

Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another

Getting the works done as soon as possible

Thank you for your submission. The Council considers the channel widening options could be done in
such a way as to enhance the environment in the long term. The design philosophy is to achieve the
flood risk benefits upstream while not increasing water levels downstream, and this is achieved through
detailed hydraulic design.

Ref Option B I chose this option because the pumped/pipe system ensures the discharged floodwater is
injected directly, under pressure, into the Avon River without flooding or inconvenience to the residents or to
the environment of the lower reaches of the Dudley Creek. The current flood levels in the Banks Avenue
section of the Dudley Creek cause more than enough problems since the earthquake without pushing the
volumes further.
I do not believe this section of the creek should be used as storage for flood waters especially during the
high tides.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity

Increased flow of water into the Avon River

Responses

The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek
discharge would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would
not typically coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as
being negligible. If the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river
levels are predicted to increase by up to a few centimetres.

Thank you for your submission. Considerable effort was put into refining the proposed works along
Banks Avenue following the last round of consultation. This was done in response to residents' concerns
about works on private property and the impact on the local environment. The proposed rocks along the
public bank is for ecological benefit, not for erosion protection. Erosive forces are considered to be very
low in this waterway given the flat grade.
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vulnerability to flooding still await any action from EQC on remediation of the land or compensation for the
inability to sell. I personally object to the proposal to use my property as a pooling area for water the council
intends pumping onto it during high weather events. Why would a rational decision move the flooding
problem downstream from the Flockton Basin to exacerbate an existing flooding vulnerability in Banks
Avenue? I had to abandon my sewerage contaminated flood and quake damaged home in Banks Avenue
five years ago and my insurer assessed demolition as the only viable solution. I find it outrageous that
Option A proposes rock work to protect the publicly owned side of Dudley Creek and nothing to protect my
low lying privately owned side of the creek! Clearly the intention is for flood water to spread across my
property and erode into the bank on my side of the creek rather than onto a publicly owned walkway! Yet in
the same proposal it is noted that no land is to be purchased from private landowners. And I continue to pay
rates! I have also supported the Banks Avenue group submission and my earlier submission on the original
proposal last year stands. I am opposed to the destruction of so many trees in Banks Avenue in order to
pursue a flawed Option. I support Option B
The CCC have not been able to promise that Stapletons Rd or Banks Ave will not have flooded private
properties when all the water from Flockton flows down. Having option B there is no chance of downstream
flowing. Plus the Stapletons Rd/Banks Ave landscape/environment will remain unchanged.
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I am very frustrated that the CCC refuses to consider option "D". No discussion, no cost analysis and
requests by citizens about it are ignored. Option D is dredging the river, like it was for decades, and
removing the thousands of tons of liquefaction causing the past 5 years of floods/ Dudley Creek is not the
issue; the Avon is. Secondly, the flood catchment area should be the estuary. It is the only area large
enough capable of dealing with the heavy rains, high tides, and an overwhelmed sewer system. And it would
cost less than options A-C.

Flood levels downstream of the Dudley Creek in the Avon River are dominated by tide levels for most of
the length. Dredging works are unlikely to have a significant benefit in tidal areas or be cost effective as
they are dependent on disposal costs. Council is considering flood management options in the Avon
River and dredging may be considered in more detail during these investigations. Dredging the Avon
River alone will not address post quake flood risk in the Flockton Street area.
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Option B Preference My home & residential property is in the upper part of the Dudley Creek catchment &
remediation area. Woodville St has been heavily flooded on five occasions since the Sept 2010 Earthquake.
I am most interested in Option B for the following reasons: 1) Its ability to get rid of exceptional flooding
rainfall through a totally piped/pumped scheme that bypasses slow sections of Dudley Ck. 2) Its ability to
maintain normal flows on the Stapletons Rd & Banks Ave sections of the Dudley Creek without major site
works & also lower loss of trees. 3) Option B is potentially up to 10% more expensive, but for me the lower
Environmental impacts and the ability to expedite this urgent work with fewer access agreements needed
are major advantages & well worth the extra cost. PS. Current remedial work on the Shirley Stream on the
south side of Shirley Rd shows major tree cutting.

Thank you for your submission. All three options achieve the required flood reductions. Note that Options
A and C do not raise flood levels on Banks Ave or Stapletons Rd, respectively. Environmental impacts
will be considered as part of the MCA process.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Thank you for the submission. The design philosophy is to achieve the flood risk benefits upstream while
not increasing water levels downstream, and this is achieved through detailed hydraulic design.
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5 It would appear on the small amount of information I have, that option (C) of the Dudley Creek project would

Thank you for your submission.
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4 Option C: Please advise if you are going to widen or take any land away from our property. Many thanks
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4 The ecology of the area is where fish spawn and birds nest.

This property is outside of the scope for the downstream portion of works. The property is in the
upstream works area, where the design is still being developed. The Council will be in contact with
affected residents when the concept design is sufficiently developed and property requirements are
defined.
Thank you for your submission. Where any channel widening is proposed, the works will include relandscaping the area, and ecology will be considered in the design.
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6 Now that River Rd does not continue through to McBratneys Rd, and contingent on Otakaro/Avon River

The Council considered a range of options, including creating storage areas, however these options were
not preferred for various reasons including significant land purchase. The future of the Red Zone is
currently being considered and the public will be consulted as part of this process.
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1 Medway St needs fixing anyway (Marginal) legal issues with option C
3
4 Option C will give visual & water quality improvement to Dudley Creek along Stapletons Rd.
5 I have listed Environment and Construction Impacts as unimportant as I believe that this work is vital in

Thank you for your submission.
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3 I believe that Option C presents the best overall solution whilst also minimising whole of life costs. Option A

Whole of life costs, the constructability of the option, and maintenance requirements are being
considered as part of the MCA process.
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5 Concentration needs to be centred on the critical issues - people's homes and properties are flooding and

Concerns noted - project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. Significant flood risk reduction
has been achieved with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station.
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OPTION C SUBMISSIONS

Comments

be the most cost effective and less invasive to the community as a whole of the three options, and possibly
the shortest time wise.

I would like to see a bird corridor from inland Canterbury to the Port Hills developed. The cats in the area
would need to be addressed.

flood banks moved back into the red zone, I think I'd like to see option C, (piped storm water) to run out into
red Zone land at corner of Flesher and Medway Street.
This would allow the storm water to be filtered and slowly released in the main river at peak flood times..... at
the same time, I would also like to see Dudley Creek flow not restricted by Option C and be restored to a
healthy state. Dudley Creek outlet, into the Otakaro/Avon, should also be opened into red zone land so the
storm water it carries can be filtered and stored, during peak flood times, before seeping into the river. My
thoughts are based on developing a large bio-diversity area that will help with Flockton basin flood issues
and at the same time work can proceed with limited cost to work towards reducing climate change coastal
flood issues.

comparison to any temporary impact on residents or to any impact on the landscape which can be rectified
over time.
I prefer Option C because it doesn't involve any possible complications with required use of Residential Red
Zone land, it is the cheaper option and it may have some (very limited) benefit for those of us living
alongside the St. Albans Creek whose flood protection work can't be undertaken until a later stage.

is also an acceptable solution should Option C not be preferred.
Option B is by far the worst option as it will be time consuming and difficult to build, will not result in any
ecological / environmental benefits and will be expensive to maintain.

this needs to be repaired asap. Concentration by some on issues which are temporary, e.g. landscaping,
construction impacts, time to complete, trees which can be replaced, etc. are mere side tracks. The work
needs to move on - please just get on with it.
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Thank you for your submission.
Thank you for your submission.
Thank you for your submission.
Thank you for your submission.
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Thank you for your submission.

5
4
5
2

5
2
5
3

5
2
1 I can't believe anyone in their right mind would want option A.TO TAKE OUT ALL THOSE TREES WOULD

Thank you for your submission. Your concern about birdlife is noted. Where any channel widening and
tree removal is proposed, the works will include re-landscaping the area, and ecology will be considered
in the design.

3
4

2
4 We own a property at 123 Stapletons Rd. We have settled with our insurance co & have been able to

Thank you for your submission.

5

2
4

4

4

4

3

5 I would prefer option B but there are too many unknowns still to be sorted. It is the most direct option but I

Thank you for your submission. Your concerns regarding silt and maintenance are noted. The Council
is considering a raft of issues on the Avon as part of its wider land drainage programme.

5

5

5

4

5

4 Option C. This option appears to have less impact on established mature trees, leaves the park & tennis club
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4
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4

2
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2
3 On option C It is the most efficient straight forward route to the river with the least disruption. It has the best

Thank you for your submission. Where any channel widening is proposed, the works will include relandscaping the area, including replacement planting for all trees which require removal to undertake the
works.
Thank you for your submission.

50 C
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3 I see the longer term benefits of Option C as being that the downstream section of Stapletons Rd will be

Thank you for your submission.

52 C
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3 Great document, thank you for all the work that was put into it. My lack of opinion around cost and time

Thank you for your submission.

Thank you for your submission.
C. Because it looks very good and will make a great walkway
BE A DISASTER TO THE BIRD LIFE. I've been working my ass off to get the bell bird back into this area
and now we have it, we could lose it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! and the wood pigeon and king fisher which have been seen
in Banks Ave.

purchase another home, but to do this have had to use money from Lyn's mothers estate, money we were
going to use for other purposes, as the ins co have/would only pay out for repair, even though we flood up to
500 mm through the house. Until the remedial work is complete we have a property that has little or no
market value & we are unable to sell to fully move on.

have chosen option C as there are less bridges & a more direct route to the Avon to manage water flows in
heavy rain period. I was red zoned from Harvey Terrace Richmond where I used to walk along the Avon. It is
distressing to do so now as there is no life. There is a raft of rotting vegetation and dieback on the banks
from the toxic water. Please resume dredging and get rid of the toxic silt. It is appalling that Kerrs reach
cannot be used by rowers-it is a good facility going to waste-dredging would help and get the rowers back on
the water.

intact and uses the route along streets which are in poor condition and awaiting repair.

chance of success with the flow to the river and sustainable long term

enhanced and become a better community facility. Very few of the trees to be removed will last very long
and are due to be replaced. This is an opportunity to enhance this section along with providing flooding relief
upstream.
impacts on residents is neutral because I understand that things sometimes do cost more and that it is better
to get it right and if that takes a bit longer then so be it. My community has had nonstop road works,
demolitions, pipes and rebuilds since the EQ. One day we will have peace and no flooding (fingers crossed)
and our lives will be kick started again.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Thank you for your submission.

Concerns noted - project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. Significant flood risk reduction
has been achieved with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station.

Thank you for your submission.
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5 I live between Warden St and Stapletons Rd. We have about 1.5 mm of water height that goes onto our

Thank you for your submission. Currently the Warden Street culvert is scheduled for replacement due to
earthquake damage. However we will consider removing culverts where they require replacement and
where this fits in the context of the wider roading network, including consultation as required.
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5 Option C appears to be the best fit in terms of retaining and enhancing the character and ecology and health

Thank you for your submission.
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3 Having spent a lot of time looking at all the options & talking to various residents in the area, the obvious

Thank you for your submission. The design seeks to retain as many trees as possible while still achieving
the project objectives of flood mitigation. The resultant landscape impacts are being assessed as part of
the MCA process.
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54 C

property as we live next door to the creek, I feel that the bridge on Warden St should be disestablished
between Warden St and Stapletons Rd and turn Warden St into a cul-de-sac. Taking the bridge out
completely would save a lot of money, as the road is not that busy. You can widen that area more, and have
a small foot bridge over the creek. This really makes sense to do this it would be like they have done with
Chancellor St. Ring me glad to talk

of the current waterway. It also is the cheapest.

choice is Option C. I would also like to mention that where possible please keep as many native trees as you
can, as this is what brought most people to the area in the first instance and not a new subdivision.
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To whom it may concern, After extensive review of all three options for the Dudley Creek Flood remediation
works, we believe C2 pumped would be the best option. C2 pumped appears to beautify and widen creek
culverts, has (slightly) lower maintenance costs due to water velocity flowing through the pipes, and there
are no government owned properties to purchase or obtain consent for as with A or B. We realise this would
have temporary (disruptive) impact on residents in Medway and Randall Streets, however it still appears to
have the most positive impact on flooding and its environs. Option C2 also has minimal disruption to schools
compared to option A and B, plus represents the cheapest pumped option with maximum impact. Thank you
very much for your consideration. Kind regards
I have selected option 3, because it seems to flow more naturally. I definitely think the option of a pump is
needed. (if only as a backup).

Thank you for your submission.

Hello, I would like to support option “C” for the Dudley Creek flood remediation.

Thank you for your submission.

As residents in the area referred to as Flockton Basin, the key issues for us with this project are: Level of
service: It is assumed that all options will meet the design level of service. However the selection criteria
should also consider the extent of flooding for events larger than the design event and any advantage one
has over the others Resilience: All three options involve various degrees of piping. While this has obvious
advantages in minimising disturbance from the works, design selection must also consider protection and
maintenance of overland flow paths for flows in excess of the pipe capacity. Speed of Construction: This is
likely to be dominated by time to procure access rights through private and government held property. From
the plan provided, option C is our preferred route on the basis that it appears to provide overland flow paths
along the road ways and has the shortest pipe route. Land access appears to be relatively achievable with
this route. We consider Option B to be the least preferred with potential for land access issues through the
red zone and difficulty in maintaining the secondary flow path.

Thank you for your submission.

4 Option C appears to longer term benefits for Stapletons Rd - rather than short term fix. With careful plantings
Stapletons Rd will soon be the picturesque street it always has been.
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Thank you for your submission.

Thank you for your submission.
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5 Option C is our choice preferably using plastic piping and preferably pumped from the outset. Reasons:

1 Seems to make the most sense as it is an uncomplicated route that is under the control of the Christchurch
City Council, while the other options require agreement from some or all of the Ministry of Education, CERA
and the Christchurch Catholic Diocese - all of which could be problematical and cause time delays
2 It provides 2 paths for the water to reach the Avon and at lot more reservoir capacity
3 The cost of Option C seems the most economic although it is not clear if ongoing maintenance costs are
being factored into any of the options. Low capital cost but high maintenance vs high capital cost but low
maintenance? Avoid short-term false economy!
4 Plastic piping better allows for land movement but will require anchoring or being left filled with water to
minimize uplift from surrounding liquefaction during a severe earthquake
5 A pumped option ensures the water enters the Avon, despite extreme high tides, at a rate required to
negate a build-up of water in the Flockton Basin beyond the design limits. Leaving the pump as an added
option may lead to the Flockton residents being caught unnecessarily if a gravity feed proves insufficient.
However:
While we are in favour of Option C for altruistic reasons, its construction will have a major impact on us as
residents of 6 Medway Street right on the triangle at the beginning of the street. If this route was chosen we
would want the following issues taken into consideration:
1 At least 6 week's notice of the time frame of work going past our place. This is particularly important as we
are on a layby and have to drive in from Medway Street across the council land that runs across the whole
frontage of our property. Trenching and other works, including tree removal and services relocation, would
disrupt our access for a considerable time. Good communication in advance would give us time to perhaps
book a holiday and get away from the worst of the disruption. We think at least 6 week's notice is a minimum
along with a reasonable estimate of how many days our access and services will be cut off.
2 Past road works and pre- and post-quake work have seen the grassed triangle area used as a contractor's
yard, including site buildings, the storing of heavy machinery, sheet piles, pipes and the dumping of large
piles of shingle etc. The remediation of the grass has been minimal. If the area is used again it would be
great to have the remediation of the grass and driveway done to a good standard and watered while
growing.
3 Good warning if any services power, phone, cable, water, sewerage are to be disrupted. It would be good
to check with Enable as well. The north side of Medway St has had the fibre optic cabling done. The south
side is shown as fibre available before July 2016. It would be great if they could work in with you to minimize
disruption twice over.
4 Road remediated to a high standard after the work is finished. We were told at a meeting that it would be
to the same standard as Kensington Avenue. This seems fine to us.
5 The Option C plan suggests that up to 6 trees will be removed from the intersection outside our place.
What kind of landscaping will take their place? Originally field grown trees were planted there when the west
entrance to Medway Street was closed off. The plans have lots of pretty drawings for Stapletons Road and
Banks Avenue but nothing for the Medway-Randall-North Parade corners that would be affected.
6 We are concerned about the pipe inlet to the river and at the Stapletons Road end. It would need to be
secure to prevent unauthorized and accidental access. There is also the question of fish and eels accessing
the pipe at either end.
Whichever option is chosen, the comments about the standard of remediation, and plenty of warning apply
and it is also important that there is ongoing maintenance on the streams and the Avon River including silt
and weed removal and bank remediation.
This last comment will probably invoke ghostly laughter from many quarters, but EQC should contribute to
the cost of these works. It is, after all, their decisions on flood levels that have contributed to the scope of
these works. Also, if CERA becomes involved because of choosing a red zone option for the pipe, it would
help if they could recognize the impact on people and not delay the process.
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Responses
Thank you for your submission. The points you raise regarding construction are noted. Any street trees
removed would be replaced with appropriate planting from Councils approved list of street trees.
Throughout construction residents will be kept up to date on progress and work programme.
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5 I believe option C is the better choice and cost is an important consideration. I am agreeable to the creek

Thank you for your submission, your concerns have been noted and the Council appreciates the
willingness for you to work with the Project Team. Council has already begun works on the wider
scheme with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station and Shirley Road culvert construction. The project
completion date is programmed for mid 2017.
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4 Had a well-informed meeting with Project Team. I would prefer Option C
4 Option C works more with the natural flow of the creek

Thank you for your submission.
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bank on my property being altered to help with any option. Regardless of which option is chosen please 'get
on with it'. I struggle to see any further consultation would offer up any better solutions.

Feedback on Public Consultation for the Options for Downstream Long Term Flood Remediation
To: Dudley Creek Flood Remediation
Public Information and Participation Unit
Christchurch City Council
Full name of submitter: Ministry of Education
The Ministry of Education (“the Ministry”) wishes to provide feedback on the Christchurch City Council’s
(CCC) Dudley Creek options for downstream long term flood remediation “the options”.
The Ministry submitted in November 2014 regarding the preferred option for Dudley Creek long-term flood
remediation. This option proposed widening and deepening Dudley Creek along Banks Avenue between the
Avon River and North Parade to increase capacity of the waterway so floodwater can more effectively bypass through the Avon River. The Ministry understands that CCC are now seeking views from residents and
stakeholders on three proposed downstream options. The options are proposed to reduce the flooding of
homes in the Dudley Creek catchment. The Ministry understands the proposed options are:
Option A: Warden Street, Shirley Intermediate School piped bypass and localised Banks Avenue channel
works Option B: Warden Street, Shirley Intermediate School, Marian College, Richmond
Park and Residential Red Zone (or Medway Street) piped bypass
Option C: Localised Stapleton’s Road channel works and piped bypass in Petrie Street, Randall Street and
Medway Street.
1. This feedback specifically relates to the following proposed work areas:
· Option A: Warden Street, Shirley Intermediate School piped bypass and
localised Banks Avenue channel works
· Option B: Warden Street, Shirley Intermediate School, Marian College, Richmond Park and Residential
Red Zone (or Medway Street) piped bypass
2. The Ministry’s feedback is:
i. The Ministry agrees in principle with the need to implement a solution which will reduce flooding in the
Flockton area, however further dialogue with the CCC is requested in order to address potential adverse
effects of both Option A and Option B on schools. The reasons for the Ministry’s submission are:
Strategic Priorities for the Ministry
ii. The Ministry is a key stakeholder in the community and exercises its role in the education sector to
facilitate achievement of the government's education goals. Quality education services are important for
children’s social development. Education plays a significant role in the long term wellbeing, cohesion and
prosperity of the community, and is central to the development and maintenance of human and social
capital. This understanding is promoted in the Ministry’s post-earthquake ‘Education Renewal Plan’.
iii. Schools and the schools network are a physical resource in terms of the definition of “natural and physical
resources” in Section 2 of the RMA, and as such, must be sustainably managed.
iv. The Ministry needs to deliver quality education services in a cost-effective manner that meets the
changing demands of the Christchurch community. Strategic planning and careful management of school
facilities is of critical importance for the delivery of quality educational resources. Options A and B for
downstream long term flood remediation in Dudley Creek may have adverse implications for several of the
Ministry’s properties.
Option A: Warden Street, Shirley Intermediate School Piped Bypass and Localised Banks Avenue
Channel Works
v. The Ministry understands CCC proposes to widen the narrow sections of the waterway using public land
THEMES
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Thank you for your submission.
Thank you for your detailed and informative submission. Your feedback was considered as part of the
MCA process.
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and road reserves in seven locations, some of which are opposite Banks Avenue School. Undertake
targeted tree and shrub removals of an estimated 122 trees along Warden Street, Shirley Intermediate
School and Banks Avenue, construct a new underground pipe beneath Warden Street and across the
Shirley Intermediate School grounds. Inlets and outlets to the pipe will be engineered structures with grills /
gates.
vi. This solution will allow CCC to avoid widening on private residential land, although access would be
required for undertake bridge and culvert replacement. There are however important implications for
operations and future development at Banks Avenue School, Shirley Intermediate School (and potentially for
the adjacent Shirley Boys High School).
vii. The Ministry understands that the widening of Dudley Creek will affect the section of creek on the
opposite side of Banks Ave to Banks Ave School.
viii. Construction work opposite Banks Avenue School may have an impact on operations at Banks Ave
School, and the Ministry requests further information and consultation on the timing of work and
management of potential adverse effects such as area affected by construction activities, storage of
construction materials, construction noise, dust, safety, construction hours and duration, contact person for
construction related concerns, and effects on traffic and pedestrian access in order to minimise any adverse
effects on school operations.
ix. The exact route of the proposed pipeline and any associated easement may have an impact on the future
development potential of Shirley Intermediate and Shirley Boys High School sites. The Ministry has not yet
received information from CCC on the exact route proposed across the school grounds. Further dialogue
with CCC on the proposed route is requested, to ensure the pipeline does not restrict existing activities or
future development which may be necessary in response to changing educational demands.
x. The pipeline also has considerable potential to affect school operations during the construction phase.
The Ministry requests that construction work is scheduled outside of school terms to minimise disruption.
Construction activity and noise during school terms is likely to impact on teaching and learning. Loss of
access to playing fields would also restrict access to play and recreation areas, and may have financial
implications should the school need access to alternate recreation facilities.
xi. The removal of trees on the Shirley Intermediate School site has the potential to reduce the amenity of
the school when viewed from North Parade. The Ministry would request that replacement tree plantings are
undertaken in the vicinity to mitigate any loss of trees from the school site.
xii. The Ministry requests detailed discussion with CCC to develop an adequate site management plan to
address concerns such as pipeline route, area affected by construction activities, construction noise, traffic,
access, safety, lighting, dust suppression, storage of construction materials, construction hours and duration,
security, site reinstatement, and contact person for construction related concerns.
Option B: Warden Street, Shirley Intermediate School, Marian College, Richmond Park and
Residential Red Zone (or Medway Street) Piped Bypass
i. The Ministry understands that this option will involve an underground piped bypass which passes through
Council-owned land and Crown owned Residential Red Zoned land. It also passes through Shirley
Intermediate School land owned by the Ministry of Education, under or through Dudley Creek at North
Parade and through either Marian College land owned by the Catholic Diocese. The proposal includes the
removal of trees on Shirley Intermediate School.
ii. There is uncertainty regarding the exact route of the proposed pipeline and any associated easement may
have an impact on the future development potential of Shirley Intermediate and Shirley Boys High School
sites. To date, the Ministry has not received any detailed information from CCC on the exact route proposed
across the school grounds. Further discussions with CCC on the proposed route is requested to ensure the
pipeline does not restrict existing activities or future development which may be necessary in response to
changing educational demands.
iii. The pipeline through Shirley Intermediate School has potential to considerably affect school operations
during the construction phase. The Ministry requests that construction work is scheduled outside of school
terms to minimise disruption. Construction activity and noise during school terms is likely to impact on
teaching and learning. Loss of access to playing fields would also restrict access to play and recreation
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areas, and may have financial implications should the school need access to alternate recreation facilities.
iv. Tree removals are proposed on the Shirley Intermediate School site. This has the potential to reduce the
amenity of the school. The Ministry would request that replacement tree plantings are undertaken in the
vicinity to mitigate any loss of trees from the school site.
v. The Ministry requests detailed discussion with CCC to develop an adequate site management plan to
address concerns such as pipeline route, area affected by construction activities, construction noise, traffic,
access, safety, lighting, dust suppression, storage of construction materials, construction hours and duration,
security, site reinstatement, and contact person for construction related concerns.
Option C: Localised Stapletons Road Channel Works and Piped Bypass in Petrie Street, Randall Street and
Medway Street
i. This option involves localised widening of Dudley Creek between Warden and Petrie Street and
replacement of several private bridges to increase the capacity for floodwater. There are an estimated 70
tree removals along Stapletons Road, Randall Street and Medway Street. An intake structure is proposed to
be constructed at Petrie Street.
ii. This option does not run through any Ministry of Education property and therefore does not have any
impact upon Ministry property interests. Therefore this is the Ministry’s preferred option.
Summary
i. The Ministry recognises the need for CCC to implement a solution for downstream long term flood
remediation in the Flockton area, and welcomes the opportunity to provide comment.
ii. As a key stakeholder in the community, the Ministry needs to ensure sustainable management of school
properties in order to deliver quality education services now and in the future. Both Options A & B have
impacts on Shirley Intermediate, Shirley Boys High and Banks Ave Schools. The Ministry has not yet
received detailed information on the route of the proposed pipeline or the timing and management of
construction work. These factors may affect school operations such as teaching and learning outcomes,
recreation facilities, accessibility and safety, as well as the long term development potential of school
properties.
iii. The Ministry’s preferred option is Option C.
iv. The Ministry looks forward to detailed discussion with CCC to address these concerns, and to develop a
solution which will meet the long term needs of the community.
v. Please do not hesitate to contact the Ministry should you need further information or clarification on any
points raised in the Ministry’s feedback.
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Thank you for your submission.
Advantages for Option C
- lowest cost
- able to be started more quickly? No need to negotiate with CERA or Catholic Church.
- Improvements to roading for residents of Medway St, Randall St and Stapleton Road
- enhancement of Dudley Creek landscape along Stapletons Road. Presently this part of Dudley Creek is
less attractive than the section of Dudley Creek along Banks Avenue
- no disruption to park or school spaces
- potential to also address flooding issues from St Albans Creek
- follows existing water course for significant part of proposed route
Advantages for Option A
-water discharged further downstream. River unlikely to flood onto residential land - bank on true left of river
is high. Potential flooding problems caused if water discharged via either options B or C? Flooding across
River Road between Medway Street and Banks Avenue frequently occurs already - will this be exacerbated
by additional discharge?
- follows existing water course for significant part of proposed route
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Thank you for your submission.
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On behalf of Anglican Living I would like to submit our preferred option for the Dudley Creek flood mitigation
works:
Option C
This option would afford us the most successful outcome in terms of reducing flood propensity on our
property which we consider extremely important.

Thank you for your submission and the time you took to engage with the Council team during
consultation.
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I have opted for option C as it goes through Council owned land and could have the positive effect of
improving the creek in Stapletons Road with the landscaping work proposed. Although option B has less
impact on the people it has the problem of the Red Zone. Option A will change the characteristics of the
Banks Avenue area however sensitively it was done. I would like to express my appreciation of the way the
consultation process has been done. My questions were answered by experts who were involved in the
scheme which made a difference. Thank you.

Thank you for your submission.
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Option C should ensure that the roading is brought up to a reasonable standard as part of these works. It's
also important that the residents are worked with (for any option really) to get the best outcome for their
environment and community.
Also it should not be the case that one section/area of the community is made worse off as a result of these
works. Either option C or B will introduce much more water to the Avon therefore either of these options
need to consider this impact and also consider the introduction of stop banks, else this community will be
worse off (see above).
Option C (and Option A) provide an opportunity to enhance the water environment and are also cost and
maintenance wise a viable alternative. Option C also seems to be constructed mostly on roading.
Finally, option B proposes to go via an area that does not have a water course through it. It seems to me that
there is ample opportunity over the past 1000s of years for the creek to cut across this land if that's what
nature intended but it doesn't for whatever reason in fact it takes an almost 90 degree turn at north parade
and skirts around this area as does the Avon it also takes a turn away just past Medway. If we have learned
anything in these past few years it's that perhaps we should not put something man made where nature
didn't intend it to go.

Thank you for your submission which is noted.
The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek
discharge would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would
not typically coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as
being negligible. If the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river
levels are predicted to increase by up to a few centimetres.
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Prefer options which follow existing water course to some extent (Options A & C) rather than create
completely new water course (Option B) and like the opportunity Options A & C provide to enhance stretches
of Dudley Creek
Fewer trees are lost with Option C than Option A. Option C is also cheaper and avoids need to get
agreement to cross residential red zone (which may hold up the project?) Option C also provides an
opportunity to repair and improve the road surface in Stapletons Rd, Randall St and Medway St, all of which
are badly damaged.

Thank you for your submission.
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Please ensure that any work you undertake addresses the flooding issues at the bottom end of Francis
Avenue.

In December the Council resolved to consider flood risk in Francis Avenue. This work is programmed
within the coming months.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible
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Time to complete

5

5

4

2

4

150 C

5

4

5

4

4

5

What is your
preferred option?

4

Submitter #

145 C

Comments
I am writing to make a submission on the 'Dudley Creek options for downstream, long-term flood
remediation' consultation.
We live at 151 Slater Street. Our property is 10m from Dudley Creek (we share a driveway alongside Dudley
Creek with 155 and 157 Slater Street). We have spent many days trapped in the house due to flooding over
the past few years, all post-quake, and are keen to see progress on long-term flood remediation works.
We have been lucky and have not had flooding inside our house (due to it being on a natural rise), but have
flooded under our house and most of our immediate neighbours have had flooding inside their homes, which
has been very upsetting.
We support option C.
Based on our preferred option, we rank the criteria with the following values:
Environment - 4
Community health and wellbeing - 5
Flood risk reduction - 5
Cost - 4
Construction impacts - 2
Time to complete - 4
Thank you for the chance to submit.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Responses
Thank you for your submission.

Thank you for your submission.

Themes

Cost

5

5

4

Time to complete

Flood risk reduction

5

Construction impacts

Community

DK

Environment
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What is your
preferred option?

Submitter #

DON'T KNOW

5

5

Comments

Responses

I do not agree with Option A, B or C, as it fails to fix all of Dudley creek and is potentially moving the Flockton
Basin and St Albans flooding to Richmond with Option C. I am concerned that using several currently vacant
areas (Shirley Community Centre and Churchill Courts) is not seriously being considered for flood mitigation
using detention ponds while potentially moving the Flockton Basin and St Albans flooding problems further
downstream. Dudley Creek requires further upgrading along its entire length not just parts of depending on
which option is selected in conjunction with improving the ecology of the whole stream which is currently
woeful. Have the wastewater discharges into the stream been stopped from occurring from the wastewater
pump station north of the Averill St / Stapletons Rd intersection?
I am concerned that the purchase of 65 Petrie Street by the council signals a predetermined outcome of
Option C. I am very concerned for residents in Petrie St, Randall St, North Parade, Medway St and others in
the general community area of works for Option C (and the other options) which have the potential to cause
considerable stress to many who are or have been stressed out by previous works and insurance battles. I
am concerned the amount of flood water coming down Dudley Creek is going to hit a newly created
bottleneck at or around Stapletons Road / Averill Street for Option C. This potentially could end up with a
new Flockton Basin to the south. I would like the Council to show beyond doubt that flooding is not being
moved to Averill St / Stapletons Rd / Dudley St area for Option C by showing the flood modelling which has
been done.

Thank you for the submission. The Council considered upgrading the full length of Dudley Creek, but
concluded that the risk and cost associated with work on so many privately owned properties, would
result in unacceptable timeframes given the urgent need to address the flooding. The Council is
considering all three options equally and has no predetermined preferred option. The Council will be
carefully designing any works to provide the required capacity, to limit the risk of bypass pipe inlets
blocking and considering overflow paths, so as not to increase flood risk to other parties. All three
options are designed to lower flood water levels in Dudley Creek. It will also seek to design any channel
works to improve the landscape, recreation and ecology values of that section.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Themes

Flood risk reduction

Cost

3

4

5

3

3

5

20

NP

2

4

5

2

2

4

Whilst I do not currently reside in the immediate area, I have a son and daughter in law who own a property in the Flockton Basin,
where they have returned to live with our baby Grandson after months renting while their home was being repaired. So I/we do
have a vested interest, as we intend to continue to support them throughout this saga. They are realists, and would like to continue
to live in this property, if the flooding issue can be adequately rectified, and if this can be done in a cost-efficient and structured way
to dramatically improve flood protection, and provide council first-responders with a very clear snapshot of just what they are
dealing with at any given time, and ready access to problem areas through grates/gates/traps, etc, so that problems/potential
problems can be addressed and rectified in real time, and with a minimum of disruption to the community. I am not an engineer, so
I am not sufficiently well informed to have a preferred option, but as a CCC rate payer with four separate properties, cost and
disruption is a secondary consideration for me in these circumstances.

Thank you for your submission. Works are programmed to be completed by mid 2017. The Flockton Street
area continues to be an area of focus for Council.

104

NP

4

4

5

4

1

4

My concern is that no matter what is done to Dudley Creek, can we be assured that the solution will work. As far as I can see, at
high tide the Avon backs up to Kerrs Reach, so the water coming down the Avon has nowhere to go remember the problems
around the Barbadoes Street bridge? That area becomes a lake. So what assurance do we have that millions of dollars improving
drainage for Dudley Creek will prevent flooding in the Flockton area - given that the Creek joins the Avon river below the lake at
Barbadoes St/Avon Motor lodge area.

Hydraulic modelling using 'backed up Avon tide levels' shows that all the options achieve the flood risk
reduction in the Flockton Area while not increasing flood risk in other areas. Even with high Avon levels there
is hydraulic grade down from the Dudley Creek.

112

NP

3

5

5

4

4

4

None of these options are suitable I have been involved with the Council for some time over solutions I have to the flooding - and
will hand deliver my full set of submissions along with diagram to the CCC offices in 53 Hereford Street.

Thank you for your submission. It is apparent you have put considerable thought into ways to meet the
needs of the Flockton area residents. Trenchless techniques such as horizontal directional drilling have been
considered by the design team but were discounted due to construction risks, cost uncertainties and required
pipe depths to prevent surface disruption. Council is also considering the flood management options in the
wider catchment including Shirley Stream, Horseshoe Lake and the Avon River amongst other parts of the
city. A tidal barrier solution is currently being considered and it will be reported to Council in the coming
weeks.
The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek discharge
would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would not typically
coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as being negligible. If
the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river levels are predicted to
increase by up to a few centimetres.

Time to complete

Community

NP

What is your
preferred option?

6

Submitter #

Environment

Construction impacts

NO PREFERRED OPTION

Comments
Thank you for your submission.

Full submission attached.

116

NP

4

4

5

4

4

5

My concern with the suggested solutions to the problems is what will happen further downstream. Putting all the extra storm water
into the Avon River even quicker than happens at the moment is a recipe for disaster if remedial work to the estuary and river is not
done first. Silt has raised the levels of both-their ability to cope with increased river flow has been compromised. It will be
necessary to do this for any of the three plans to be successful.

131

NP

4

4

5

4

4

3

I prefer option "D". Improving the capacity of lower Dudley and installing tide gates and a lift station at a suitable point downstream
of the North Parade crossing. Dudley creek exists to drain the area and should be improved to be able to do so, isolated from the
impact of High tide and with minimum ongoing ratepayer costs.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Responses

The team considered a flood gate and pump station on Dudley Creek at the Avon River. Hydraulic modelling
showed this option provided benefits to lower Dudley Creek, but the benefits did extend far enough upstream
to achieve the required flood reduction at the Flockton Street area, without widening the creek all the way up
which was considered but not pursued because of the number of private properties affected.

Themes

Flood risk reduction

Cost

4

5

3

3

5

The Flockton Community understands that all options offer similar benefits and outcomes, and that it is the residential
neighbourhoods further downstream who will experience changes to their communities as a result of the required work.
As all options offer similar benefits, the Flockton Community urges CCC to move forward with the option that offers the fastest
construction time. We need an option that provides future proofing in the event of climate change which may negatively affect
Flockton in the future. We need the option that can cope in larger rain events.
We support the wishes of the downstream communities in retaining the character and flora and fauna of their neighbourhood. But
our first priority needs to be people having safe dry homes.
We thank everyone for the amazing work that has been put into our community's future.

Thank you for your submission. Works are programmed to be completed by mid 2017. The Flockton Street
area continues to be an area of focus for Council.

141

NP

4

5

5

2

2

5

I own a house in the Flockton area where we live with a young family. I am worried every time we have a rain event. If an option
could be chosen as soon as possible so that the works can commence and people in our community can go back to living rather
than worrying. I look forward to a decision being made and works starting.

Thank you for your submission. Works are programmed to be completed by mid 2017. The Flockton Street
area continues to be an area of focus for Council.

Time to complete
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3
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preferred option?

Submitter #

DID NOT INDICATE

Comments
I would like to make some suggestions for discussion before going through the above consultation process. We have gone through
several of these processes and both my wife Wendy and I agree in that the lack of vital information for each options since the
residents have only a small window of opportunity at the drop in sessions. You may well say what information?
Questions I would ask would be in no particular order and some residents may not even consider asking them since it is a complex
issue but they are relevant. The advantages and disadvantages of each option. Flow Capacity of each option. Constraints on flow
due to configuration/sharp bends in the pipe and waterways, water flows better in a straight line. Would the pipe section have lower
maintenance cost. Cost analysis of each option including long term costs including maintenance work. Would the pipe sections have
pressure valves to release excess water in case of exceptional water flow. I would point out that option "B" the pipe section although
the more expensive may be more cost effective long term because it may not need the maintenance cost that goes into our other
open utility waterways. Like David Adamson commented in today's Press "We will look at all things like the effectiveness of dealing
with the drainage, costs, environmental impact, and community preferences" If the community who are all stake holders have all the
above information they can make a better informed judgement call before deciding. You may not agree on all those mentioned
above, but I ask you to consider them.

Responses
Please refer to p20 of the consultation brochure for a table of advantages and disadvantages. Further
information is contained within the Downstream Options Report , Section 8, available on Councils website:
http://resources.ccc.govt.nz/files/cityleisure/projectstoimprovechristchurch/landdrainage/dcbecareport.pdf
Further information on the hydraulic design principles is provided in Section 7.3 of the Downstream Options
Report and further information on the hydraulic design of each option is provided in Sections 8.1.4, 8.2.4 and
8.3.4 for Options A, B and C respectively.
The hydraulic model considers the geometry of the pipe/waterway and, where possible, sharp bends are
minimized to improve hydraulic capacity. Note that in some locations, this is not possible due to property
impacts.
Information regarding the maintenance considerations of each option is provided in the Downstream Options
Report, Sections 8.1.4, 8.2.4 and 8.3.4 for Options A, B and C respectively. Cost information is provided in
Section 9 of the report.
The long term costs, including maintenance, are being developed and will be considered when the Council
makes its decision, however the ‘ranking’ of the options in terms of cost won’t change. In general the pipe
sections will have higher average maintenance costs than the open creek sections (the pipes will need periodic
cleaning which is expensive given the size of the pipes). Irrespective of which option proceeds the Council will
still maintain the creek.

45

On initial inspection there seems to be no accounting for the following adverse events. Climate change that will lead to
-weather bombs
-higher sea levels
These events could combine with spring tides to effect massive flooding in the Avon river. I have to ask what will be the effect on
the flood level of the Avon when all these events combine with the addition of the flow of the Dudley Creek. Will the Dudley Creek
drain flow be stopped when the Avon's flow is reversed flooding upstream areas? In regard to this idea of attempting to drain the
area already prone to flooding it is difficult to understand why ratepayers money should go towards an already lost cause. Will the
schemes listed provide full protection in all events?

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Piped sections will not have pressure valves to release excess water. ‘Excess’ water would not be able to get
into the top of the piped section, so it would carry on down the creek. The design caters for a 50-year flood
event, and hence this situation of surcharging would only occur in flood events which are more extreme than
this.
Adaptability to cater for increased rainfall and higher tide levels as a result of climate change is one of the
factors the Council will consider when it decides on which option to construct.
The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek discharge
would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would not typically
coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as being negligible. If
the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river levels are predicted to
increase by up to a few centimetres.
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Submitter #

Comments
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56

To Whom it may concern, I am not convinced by either of Options A, B or C alone, as they fail to fix all of the creek, and the pipe
and pump station seem massive intrusions when we already have a natural watercourse which just needs upgrading with perhaps,
additional ponding (water storage in heavy rain I believe we can improve on the 1910 layout of our suburb, that had little respect for
our waterways and natural environment. This is an opportunity to build on the concepts of open, greener spaces. Every new
subdivision should design lowered storm water storage areas that most of the time are open park or wetland areas. This is what is
possible in this case. Further, I am concerned about the loss of trees along the Stapleton bank of the Dudley stream. It seems that
option C in responding to the interests of those in Banks Avenue sacrifices the environment of the few established trees near us.
Perhaps part of the present Shirley Boys High school and Churchill Courts sites where 2 creeks meet, offer the chance to recreate
an inner city wetland/ponding area and to improve water capacity when we need it. I note that Council has already brought 65
Petrie St towards the 10m setback, but I wonder if a lot more houses beside the creek on Petrie St and Stapletons Rd could be
brought and the sites lowered creating thousands of cubic metres of storage.
The latest Council option booklet shows cross section drawings through the creek along Stapletons Rd indicating minimal gain in
water cubic capacity for the amount of destruction and trees lost.
While the main arterial bridges might need to be maintained, I wonder what savings and improvements to the neighbourhood
environments could be achieved by only having smaller single lane bridges or just small foot bridges with services running
underneath, and making cul-de-sacs of the road each side, lowering the ground level between to allow for flood water storage ,
creating open green areas for families to enjoy wildlife and a greener environment as was highlighted as a high priority in CERA’s
ideas for our new city.
If Option C were to go ahead it concerns me that no allowance has been made for ponding at Petrie St (where the pipe starts)
when the Avon is in full flood and the tide is high. I have noted that the tide now comes up as far as North Parade. In conclusion,
which ever option is decided upon I insist that Dudley along Stapletons gets cleaned up regardless to give the whole solution more
resilience. Thank you in anticipation for considering this submission.

Thank you for the submission. The Council considered upgrading the full length of Dudley Creek, but
concluded that the risk and cost associated with work on so many privately owned properties, would result in
unacceptable timeframes given the urgent need to address the flooding. If Option C is the preferred option,
the Council will be seeking opportunities to work with land owners to reduce tree loss where possible, and to
design replacement planting such that the works are a long term enhancement. It will also consider removing
(rather than replacing culverts) where possible in the context of the road network. The Council will be
carefully designing any works to provide the required capacity, to limit the risk of bypass pipe inlets blocking
and considering overflow paths. All the options aim would have the general effect of lowering flood water
levels in the creek beside your property.

57

Thank you for letting me have my say. I do not care which option is decided on. I do care that it happens though. Please do not
stall or postpone, please move ahead and complete. Thank you,

Concerns noted - project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. Significant flood risk reduction has
been achieved with the Tay Street Drain Pump Station.
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Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
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Getting the works done as soon as possible
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4

5

4

4

4

6

Hi there, I do not support any of the proposed Dudley creek options which will directly affect Stapletons Road.
Stapletons Road and surrounding streets have been affected one way or another with constant disruption from road and drainage
works since the earthquakes and sadly our streets and footpaths have not had the attention they deserve.
Dudley Creek does need improvement but not improvements that will have dramatic, unsightly and an enormous impact to our
neighbourhood. The problem created by the Flockton floods has now been unfairly transferred to Stapletons Rd.
More effort needs to be focused on roads and footpaths along Stapletons Rd we do not need months and potentially years more of
disruption. The Christchurch City Council should be ashamed how the area surrounding Stapletons Rd has been ignored since the
earthquakes. Roads and footpaths have been in appalling state since the earthquakes making life difficult for able bodied people
and people with disabilities. Regular maintenance of all water ways is required not ridiculously expensive solutions that will
predominantly benefit the construction sector. I hope my submission is taken seriously and hope the council wake up and fix more
pressing problems in my area.

Thank you for your submission. The Council is very mindful of the effect the earthquakes and repair works
have had on the community. Council will be considering the effects of further work as part of the decision
process, and will also seek to coordinate any necessary works with road repairs planned by SCIRT in the
area.

I do not like any of the above options but if I must choose one it would be option A. I would prefer Flockton Basin flood water be
pumped to Horseshoe Lake otherwise you are simply transferring Flockton Basin problem to our area. The Avon in River
Rd/Medway already runs bank to bank after heavy rain/spring tides so more water pumped in would be a disaster. We are happy
with our road & lovely footpath after years of losing lovely neighbours & the noise & dust of demolishing their homes. Please do not
devalue our homes that are left.

The Tay Street Drain Pump Station (recently built in Kensington Ave) discharges to Horseshoe Lake via the
Dudley diversion. However this was unable to be sized to address the full issue.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Responses

The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek discharge
would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would not typically
coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as being negligible. If
the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river levels are predicted to
increase by up to a few centimetres.

Flood risk reduction

Cost

5

5

4

4

Time to complete
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5
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Submitter #
64 to
82

Comments
3

To Whom it may concern, We do not agree with Option A, B or C, as it fails to fix all of the creek, and the pipe and pump station
seems unnecessary when we already have a natural watercourse which just needs upgrading with additional ponding (water
storage in heavy rain). Don't reinvent the wheel, just fix the flat tyre. We believe we can improve on the 1910 layout of our suburb
that had little respect for our waterways and natural environment. As we regenerate our little piece of "God's own", let's build on the
central city's concepts of open, greener spaces, and use this unique opportunity to do it better. Every new subdivision must design
lowered storm water storage areas that most of the time are wonderful open park areas, this is what we need. Now is the time to
take advantage of available sites like the old Shirley community centre site, the present Shirley Boys High School, and where
Churchill Courts were, which happens to be where 2 creeks meet, to create an inner city wetland/ponding area to improve water
capacity when we need it. There are a number of house sites along the creek that must be uneconomic to reinstate and within the
new 10 metre waterway setback. The council has already brought 65 Petrie St to this end, but I would like to suggest that a lot
more houses beside the creek on Petrie St and Stapletons Rd could be brought and lowered creating thousands of cubic metres of
storage. In the latest Council option booklet cross section drawings through the creek along Stapletons Rd show very minimal
water cubic capacity gained for the amount of destruction and trees lost. Do we need to fix or replace all the bridges? Obviously
main arterials need to be maintained. However, we could save millions by not reinstating all the road bridges, only having smaller
single lane bridges to help with traffic calming, or just having small foot bridges with services running underneath, and making culde-sacs of the road each side, lowering the ground level between to allow for flood water storage, creating open green areas for
families to enjoy wildlife and a greener environment. This was highlighted as a high priority in CERAs ideas for our new city.
Positive spinoffs from this:-it would give great ponding areas during heavy rain, -it would open up the waterways to achieve
ecological, recreational and landscape value (The Waterways, Wetlands and Drainage guide, ccc 2003); -limits through-traffic (with
no bridges or much smaller ones); -more cost effective to remove road bridges; -less disruptive than 2 years of putting huge pipes
down roads; -cheaper to buy land and lower the level of it, so that we can all enjoy a park-like space rather than a pipe no one
sees; -creates community areas. If Option C were to go ahead it concerns us that no allowance has been made for ponding at
Petrie St (where the pipe starts) when the Avon is in full flood and the tide is high, as I have made aware that the tide now comes
up as far as North Parade. AS we, the residents, have our own personal battles with insurance, EQC, flooding, roads blocked and
houses demolished around us, etc, we need light at the end of the tunnel, something to strive for and to come to fruition for our
children's future that is better than what we had before. In 50 year's time our grandchildren will judge us on how well we have taken
this opportunity to make better what we were given to look after for a while. Thank you for considering this submission
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Increased flow of water into the Avon River
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Responses
Thank you for the submission and the time you took to engage with the Council team during the consultation
period. The Council considered upgrading the full length of Dudley Creek, but concluded that the risk and
cost associated with work on so many privately owned properties, would result in unacceptable timeframes
given the urgent need to address the flooding. Whichever option is preferred, the Council will be seeking
opportunities to work with land owners to reduce tree loss and to increase capacity where possible and where
needed, and to design replacement planting and paths such that the works are a long term community
enhancement. Ponding areas (rather than increased capacity and pipes) were considered as early options,
however the area required to address the flooding issues was found to be very substantial and therefore not
practical in the built up urban context in the timeframe and budget available. Council will also consider
removing (rather than replacing culverts) where possible in the context of the road network. The Council will
be carefully designing any works to provide the required capacity, to limit the risk of bypass pipe inlets
blocking and considering overflow paths. All the options aim would have the general effect of lowering flood
water levels in the creek beside your property.
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Dear City Council, Dudley Creek Downstream Options Having attended the Drop-In session at Delta Community Support Trust
Building, 205 North Avon Road, I had the opportunity to discuss my objections to all three proposals with City Council staff that
were present. I do not agree with Option A B or C, and raised with Council staff the question as to why they had not continued their
investigations with the horseshoe lake option which i consider the best option for the following reasons:- The horseshoe lake option
has a better opportunity to flow naturally out to sea, It has a natural ponding area, and it has the ability to take the required water
flow from the Dudley Creek area. My objections are to ALL THREE PROPOSALS that have been made (and I consider that the
Council has already made its decision) and are based on the following points:- We are on TC3 land and overlook a red zone-which
in significant rain already becomes a quagmire-further cubic metres of water pumped into the Avon in the Banks Avenue stream or
Medway Street dumped into the Avon raises the potential for our property to now flood. Pre-Quake, we were neither in a 50 nor
100 year flood plan. Our property has lost significant land value and will if this scheme goes ahead; further financially compromise
our property to the extent of being worth nothing. To return our property to pre quake does not indicate pumping water into our
street. The Red Zone across our road becomes water logged and becomes a bog/swamp area, with more water into the Avon
(which is already sluggish and at high tide not able to disperse well) this will flood into our street which will make access in and out
of our street night impossible. Our street has dropped approximately 600 mm to a metre-to pump an already flood prone area in
heavy rain now places more risk to our property-the Avon river has breached its temporary flood banks on several occasions
around our area. The new in ground waste water pump system will be compromised by the higher water level and could cause
sewerage overspill in the street in a significant rain/storm. It is worth noting that none of the City Council Staff that I spoke with
have actually being down our street, nor were they interested in the fate of the 10 houses in Woodchester Avenue, it was obvious
that there mission was only to move the water from Flockton Basin. It has become very apparent to us as Owners of a property
significantly damaged by quakes that we will now be significantly compromised by flooding. It is also very obvious that ECAN has
not been consulted in this process as there has been considerable damage already around out Avon River with the water level
being so high that trees, flora and fauna have already started to die and the bird life severely compromised. CERA has not yet
released its long term Red Zone land plan and this too will have an impact with this decision to flood this area. Whilst we as
property owners totally agree that there is a requirement to assist the residents in Flockton Basin which has had a long term
difficulty we do not agree with Option A B or C being advantageous to the Avenue that we live in and have done so since 1990. We
have included photos of our area in the March 2014 flooding in the Flockton Basin which clearly shows that our area too is now
prone to flooding-without pumping extra cubic meters of water into the Avon. The City Council staff stated that the extra amount of
water being pumped into the Avon would not significantly change anything-we dispute this wild statement as the photos show a
very different story of what is our reality now.
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Responses
The overall project does discharge water to Horseshoe lake. The newly constructed Tay Street Drain
Pumping Station (located on Kensington Ave) takes a maximum of 2 m3/s of flow out of the Flockton Street
area and discharges it to the Dudley Diversion and on to Horseshoe Lake. For the remainder of the flow in
the creek there is a complex interaction between rainfall, run off, flooding and the potential tidal influences
between the Avon River and Dudley Creek catchments. Considerable effort has been placed in
understanding these interactions which have informed the design. Due to the different characteristics of the
Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek discharge would normally occur before the
Avon River reaches peak levels, so the peaks would not typically coincide. In that case changes in the Avon
River peak levels and flows are assessed as being negligible. If the peak Dudley Creek discharge occurs at
peak Avon water levels there is a very small increase in the Avon River levels. Further hydraulic work is
being done to confirm the impact is negligible. Avon River flood protection options are being considered by
Council, and these would reduce flood risk from on Woodchester Avenue from the Avon River. Future use of
the Residential Red Zone is related to potential flood protection options for Woodchester Avenue and the
wider Avon River catchment.
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Comments
Submission on the Three Options for Dudley Creek Flood Remediation Jürgen Komp is a drainage expert who arrived in
Christchurch in 2012, via South Africa and Gisborne, to help with the repair of our quake-battered infrastructure. Jürgen gained his
engineering degree and became a certified professional engineer in South Africa. A man with a constantly enquiring mind, he has
become an able problem-solver.
Knowing flooding from experiences in South Africa - Ladysmith, (town flooded 5x in two years) Australia – Forbes, (houses on
poles by 2.5m and still flooded) and New Zealand – Gisborne, it is not surprising to find that Jürgen has recently grappled with the
problems of Christchurch’s flooding due to earth quakes. He has compassion for the people affected and believes the solution is
with us. Finding a REAL solution to the flooding problem requires a PARADIGM shift. Current practice = Build houses/buildings on
good footings (strip, rib raft, flat slab or piled etc.)
When floods are greater than estimated/calculated flood levels flooding occurs. DOES NOT WORK! PARADIGM shift required.
Enable the house/building to become buoyant when water level threatens to enter the house/building. Provide a buoyancy
system/device together with guides which will then prevent water from entering the house/building and preventing the dreaded
flooding. This can be easily achieved. The research is done and a model shows it works. Further proof is in all the floating boat
jetties in New Zealand, even one at Lyttelton Harbour ferry terminal to Diamond Harbour. The design and installation of this system
is Home Owner friendly, Environmentally friendly, Traffic friendly, Insurance friendly, Budget friendly, Resource Consent friendly,
Tree friendly, Landscape friendly, Existing Character friendly, Ecologically friendly, Low Risk, future proof against rising sea level of
up to 2.4m or more if you like. Please measure it to the proposed MCA evaluation methodology. No excavations, dumping, pipe
manufacture and instalment, traffic disruptions, budget over expenditure (more controllable), river channel dredging, waste
disposal, stop bank raising and more. Yes, flooding will occur on the ground as it has always done and the protection works are
only as good as the last known highest flood. This solution does not rely on any of the above. The house/building floats, no water
inside no matter how much rain, storm intensity, re-occurrence of rainfall events sea level rising. To this end he has constructed
small-scale models to demonstrate a simple and inexpensive solution.
In December, 2014, Jürgen demonstrated the ply-wood models he has made in his Addington garage. One model shows a basic
home that would flood as soon as the water level rises. The other one is equipped by a system of buoyant cubes (for easy
installation) which floats on the rising water with guides to keep the house horizontal and also protect its utilities and services. It
would cost around $80,000 (excluding GST) to install the system under an existing average 120 sqm house, and this would result
in on-going flood protection. No flooding ever again. All services taken care of by engineering design. Please I would like to speak
to this submission and/or if possible to the two consultant teams of BECA and OPUS. I can show a video on the workings of the
model. Thank you.
Full submission attached.
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The Burwood/Pegasus Community Board provides the following feedback on the Dudley Creek Options for downstream, long-term
flood remediation consultation.
Of the three options presented, the Board does not support option A because of the high number of mature trees removal required,
particularly in relation to Banks Avenue.
The Board has concern about the effects of additional flow into the Avon River, which should in theory affect the tidal outflow
through to the estuary. The Board seeks clarification if any work has been done on forecasting water levels from Dallington at the
outfall into the Avon through to South Shore? The Board is aware that this concern has been expressed by residents at the drop in
sessions.
While the Board is supportive of a remedy for the Flockton area flooding, it wouldn't want to see increased potential effects on our
ward's Avon/estuary suburbs which are already facing flood concerns. The addition of storm surge and any other factors that raise
water levels, means we could be facing worse issues in our own area.
The Board does not have a fixed view on the better of the two remaining options.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Responses
The Buoyant Foundation System is outside the scope of this project and would involve work on private
property, so has been discounted. It may be feasible to construct ‘floating houses’ but a great deal of
investigations would be required to prove this concept and quantify the cost, along with the property owners
level of acceptance around such an option.

Thank you for your submission. The project completion date is programmed for mid 2017. This will be
reviewed after the engagement of the contractor which may yield some programme reduction. Your
involvement in the origin of option C is acknowledged, which closely resembles the route you identified in
your 6 May 2014 submission. We thank you for your efforts in considering the needs of the Flockton
community and for sharing your ideas on options with Council.
The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek discharge
would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would not typically
coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as being negligible. If
the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river levels are predicted to
increase by up to a few centimetres.
Avon River flood protection options are being considered by Council.
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Hi There Here is the best way to solve the flooding
First Take all the Merivale water and put it down Winchester St to the Avon River then pond flood water in English Park. We now
have lots of better green areas in ChCh now that can be used for parks.
Pond in St Albans Park that park is useless in the winter anyway.
And you should Pond where the old Shirley School.
Do A and B BUT first of all Block The drain at St Albans Street AS up stream of this is where all the water has been created with
infill house roofs and driveway whereas where it floods is much less flat areas for run off.

Thank you for your submission. Diversion and storage options were considered during the options
assessment stage. St Albans Park was considered but not identified as the preferred option. Diversion and
storage options on St Albans Creek could provide significant benefit to St Albans residents, however,
treatment of St Albans Creek in isolation (or in conjunction with St Albans Park storage) is unlikely to resolve
Flockton Street area flooding given the required design flows in the system.
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Dear Sir/Madam We do not agree with any of the 3 Options to solve the Flockton and Dudley stream flood issues. JUST AS the
Banks Avenue recent submissions objected to the Flockton Basin draining through their neighbourhood, the Randall St Option
(Option 3) will see the desecration of the Stapletons Rd section of Dudley Creek. The potential for all trees and vegetation to
disappear throughout future works progress is HIGH. The Stapletons/Dudley option is a process for NW Richmond to carry the
responsibility for Flockton's Flood issues, instead of reviewing the 15 or so other options and others, which were apparently on the
table. Issues for Randall/Stapletons Rd Option 3 1. I understand that the underground at the corner of Randall and North Parade
exists a Spaghetti Junction of Utility Services-the main trunk waste pipe flushing the NW of the city, Randall and North Parade
waste pipes, a major plumbing unit for the said waste water, drinking water pipes and not east electric cables and underground
street light cables. Amongst these crucially important services there is the proposal to install a massive pipe to aid draining the
Flockton. A risky junction indeed, fraught with potential problems and expense. There exists a huge potential for budget blowouts
and further issues to materialise. Pipes possess definite capacities, therefore, is and when a future weather/climate event occurs,
(the Randall option is apparently not 100% robust) and in the event that the creek and pipe solution fails, NW Richmond will carry
the can so to speak, as evidenced in March 2014. 2. The desecration of a beautiful amenity in our community. The clearance of
most trees and vegetation along the Stapletons section will surely happen with the proposed engineered drainage solution. As you
may or may not realise Richmond was a particularly hard hit suburb after the quakes, we do not need another constant taken away,
and also to inherit the flood problems from other suburbs. NW Richmond's roads and footpaths are 3rd works, we are now on a
new Flight path, we have a Quarry unconsented on the Anglican Church site. As is homes have become unofficial Depots. We are
Cera TC3 zoned, and in various categories of Flood Zones. Now we are expected to take responsibility for the Flockton Basin
flooding problems. I believe the Council needs to look at a more naturalised solution to solve the Flockton flood issues, and not
placing the problem further downstream, thereby desecrating the arboreal character existing at present along the
Dudley/Stapletons creek. We live in a swamp essentially, perhaps it is better to address that and use the water systems to our
advantage to create a solution which stalls the flow of water, and at the same time, providing an amenity to the local and wider
community. There is abundant land for the council to use and acquire to provide a drainage system which has the capacity to hold
water in pockets instead of it racing through fixed capacities of streams and pipes. Heavily engineered solutions are expensive and
invasive. Understandably most neighbourhoods are NIMBY so why not keep the problem at the Flockton Basin and use the
designated funds to solve the problem at that site. Thank you for your time and attention.

Thank you for your submission. Your comments regarding the options are noted and will be taken on board
when the Council considers the options through the multi criteria analysis process.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Flood risk reduction

Cost

5

5

4

4
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Community
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Submitter #
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Comments
4

No. Please just fix the flooding-prefer B-seems logical to use red zone and save Banks Ave. Also option C is more invasive on
Stapletons Rd- a lovely streetscape.

Thank you for your submission.

Declaration of Downstream Community Priorities regarding Council Options for Dudley Creek Flood Mitigation
• We acknowledge the increased risk of flooding to residential households in the Flockton Basin as a result of the earthquakes and
the need to address this for the residents concerned.
• We understand that that the Council has determined that retreat from the affected neighbourhood is not being considered in
recognition of the wishes of that community and its wellbeing and of the potential costs involved.
• We are concerned that in attempting to address the issue by increasing the floodwater capacity of Dudley Creek downstream of
the Basin that this will significantly impact the environment and wellbeing of other communities.
• We are not convinced that improving the floodwater capacity of Dudley Creek will in fact resolve the problems due to the tidal
nature of the Avon River at the confluence of the two waterways as indicated by the high level of inundation at the confluence in
both Richmond and Avonside during recent floods. Indeed it will aggravate this issue.
• We resolve to ensure that problems experienced in one part of the city are not simply transferred to downstream communities
resulting in the degradation of the environments of those communities and increasing their exposure to a range of public safety
risks including flooding.
• We are aware of proposed Dudley Creek floodwater remediation options potentially affecting the communities bordered by Banks
Ave, North Parade, Poulton Ave, Medway St, Woodchester Ave and River Road. This block includes Richmond Park a popular
and significant sports and green space amenity and a block of adjacent red zone land, the proposed site of the Riverside Heritage
Garden Park.
• In determining the appropriateness of any floodwater remediation / diversion option our Priorities are:

Thank you for your submission. Your comments regarding the options are noted and will be taken on board
when the Council considers the options through the multi criteria analysis process.

1. Safety of the public especially children playing in green space
2. Maximum possible protection and preservation of mature trees
3. No degradation of existing landscape or of the unique character of the neighbourhoods
4. Preservation of all sports fields, courts, playgrounds and facilities including the planned new tennis courts – recognising the
history (Richmond Park cricket ground since 1885) and high patronage of sports facilities and clubs in the area (7th largest tennis
club overall in the city with 110 senior and 220 junior members)
5. Zero impact on any residential housing including from:
a. Increased risk of lateral spread and liquefaction
b. Increased exposure to damp through infiltration of soils, presence of surface water, etc
c. Increased exposure to flooding including back flow
d. Increased exposure to sewage-contaminated waters
e. Increased risk of insect pests – mosquitoes, sand flies, etc
6. Preservation of heritage gardens and the buildings at 373 River Rd which are an integral part of that heritage
7. Enhancement of the amenity value of the neighbourhood
• While we acknowledge the difficult financial position of the Council and the need to contain costs, there is also a need to reflect
the true costs of remediation options in any financial viability assessment including the hidden costs to the environment and
wellbeing of downstream communities.
• We therefore resolve that:
1. The so-called Option A involving the further widening and removal of trees along Dudley Creek around the Banks Ave loop will
not be countenanced in any form
2. Option B, a flood overflow diversion from Dudley Creek via Marion College, Richmond Park and the residential red zone would
be considered by the local communities if:
a. it was demonstrated to be of value in remediating flood risk
b. it was fully enclosed, culveted and underground running under Marion College AND diagonally under Richmond Park (to avoid
the maximum possible perimeter trees) to the junction of Tilia Lane and Woodchester Street and thence down Tilia Lane to emerge
above ground in the red zone lands beyond the tennis courts and
c. it was sited the maximum possible distance from the boundary of 43 Woodchester Avenue while not impacting the tennis courts
d. it did not prevent the traditional uses of the playing field once installed and did not prevent the proposed additional courts
e. once emerging in the red zone it added to the amenity value of the proposed park with appropriate planting and avoided trees
THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Responses

The proposed works do increase peak flows from Dudley Creek to the Avon River, however, due to the
different characteristics of the Dudley Creek and Avon River catchments, the peak Dudley Creek discharge
would normally occur before the Avon River reaches peak levels. Therefore the peaks would not typically
coincide. In that case, changes in the Avon River peak level and flows are assessed as being negligible. If
the peak Dudley Creek discharge did occur at peak Avon River water levels, the river levels are predicted to
increase by up to a few centimetres.
Note that the use of RRZ land is not currently approved by CERA and there may be delays associated with
this approval. Note also that trees in Poulton Ave are not targeted for removal in any of the three options.
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and heritage elements to end in a wetland at the confluence of Dudley Creek and River Rd
f. it did not impact the normal flow in the natural Dudley Creek bed during non-flood conditions
3. No option (Option C) that involved the removal of any tree in Poulton Ave will be countenanced in any form
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Ngā Rūnanga Feedback to Council on the proposed Dudley Creek Flood Management proposal.
Background
The Christchurch City Council (CCC) is seeking rūnanga input into the proposed options for managing flooding along the length of
Dudley Creek. Council approached Mahaanui Kurataiao (MKT) in May 2015 to consult Rūnanga on the proposed options. An initial
project briefing meeting was held between MKT and Council Contractor (Opus International) on the project. The meeting was held
at Opus offices on May 20th and MKT was briefed on the project scope and timelines. MKT was informed that part of the works on
the Flockton Basin had already been designed and signed off by Council (Upstream widening of Dudley Creek, St Albans Creek
and Shirley Creek).
Engagement/Consultation
From the initial briefing meeting with project managers MKT was also informed that the current proposals were well advanced with
then three options already developed and documented and ready for public consultation. Council had already planned Community
drop-in-sessions in the month of June. MKT enquired about previous involvement of Papatipu Rūnanga in this project and the
response was that an attempt was made to involve rūnanga through MKT but there was no feedback from MKT. However Council
advised that it is now committed to work with Ngai Tahu Papatipu Rūnanga going forward in the selection of the desired option and
its implementation. Council also advised MKT of the upcoming workshop (Multi Criteria Analysis) for key stakeholders which is
scheduled for 14th July 2015. Council would like to have a rūnanga representative to attend and advise on potential impact of the
proposed options on tangata whenua values.
MKT organised an initial hui with Ngāi Tahu Papatipu Rūnanga at Rehua Marae on 15 June 2015 and invited Council to present
the proposal to rūnanga representatives. The project was tabled and discussed but Rūnanga representatives where overwhelmed
by project material which was distributed on the day. Rūnanga needed time to go through the material to be able to provide
considered feedback. The day of the hui (Monday 15 June 2015) also coincided with Council pre-planned public consultation
which was scheduled to run from Monday 15 June to Wednesday 8 July 2015.
MKT arranged a follow up hui on Monday 6th July but unfortunately the hui did not go ahead as scheduled due to unavailability of
some rūnanga representatives. Due to tight project timeframes, MKT, on behalf of Papatipu Runanaga have prepared this
preliminary feedback on the proposal pending a more detailed submission.
Key Issues
A. Rūnanga are concerned that they are being involved at an advanced stage of the project development with very little time to
consider the proposal. There is also no information about iwi involvement in the implementation of the project. Runanga have
interest in the implementation and in the future management and monitoring of the scheme.
B. The draft proposed options do not address relevant policies from the Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan. It does not include a
summary of key cultural values associated with storm water management as well as an overview of mana whenua values with
regards to water and waterways.
C. The three proposed options seems to have a narrow focus on conveyance of flood water from one point of the creek to another.
Rūnanga believes these options are not really different and are short term measures which will leave houses still vulnerable to
flooding in the future. Council should look at a long term plan including a gradual retreat of housing from the banks of the creeks
and return it to natural flood plain which can accommodate floods and allow natural river process to take place without human
interference.
D. The proposed options do not address the significant cumulative impact of modifications of the three streams particularly where
the streams pass through private land. There are multiple structures built in or over the creek channels on private sections. These
structures cumulatively impedes flow of water and exacerbates flooding. Until Council takes practical steps to take control of the
waterways and remove these structures and clear the banks of streams, flooding risk will not go away.
E. The proposal did not factor in the influence of climate change in the future. The whole system of creeks including the discharge
point at Avon/Ōtākaro River is subject to tidal influence and therefore in the event of high tide coinciding with high rainfall pumped
water will go nowhere but push back up the creek causing flooding.

THEMES
Use of existing waterways and opportunity for ecological and landscaping enhancement and concerns regarding tree loss and loss of visual amenity
Concerns relation to impact of the works on Banks Avenue
Moving the flooding problem from one community to another
Increased flow of water into the Avon River
Getting the works done as soon as possible

Thank you for your submission. The Council will liaise with MKT directly to discuss these comments.

Submission to CCC – Dudley Creek Consulation
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To:

Ann Campbell
Christchurch City Council.
Consultation Leader,
Public Information and Participation Unit

1700 Days ?
Dudley Creek Consultation – Submission – In Response to Consultation Report dated 12 June 2015

Overview of Project:
Project Start Date:

November 2012

Target Conclusion Date:

August 2017

Project Time Span:

4 years & 9 Months - say 1700 days.

Downstream Pipe – Option C:

800 meters long.

Proposed Progress Rate:

Less than ½ metre per day !

Summary of Submission:
The Problem:


The flooding problem is caused by a constraint or bottleneck in the Dudley Creek system.



The best solution is to prioritize the removal of that constraint or bottleneck.

The Council Process:


The internal processes adopted so far have been sub-optimal.




The interests of the residents have been very poorly served.
The financial impact on ratepayers has not been minimized.

The Outcome:


Council continues to operate outside its statutory purposes.




Council continues to ignore the requirements of the LGOIMA.
Requirements of effectiveness, efficiency, transparency, sustainability and democracy have not been
met.
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The Submission:
I have read the main consultation documents dated 12th June 2015.
I acknowledge the work done by the named report authors, Beca, Opus and EOS. Thank you to them.
Reports produced by consultants are always constrained by the ‘scope of engagement’ provided by the
client; - which in this case is the Christchurch City Council. I am not privy to the scope of engagement or the
various communications that have taken place between the Council and the consultants.
The June 2015 report is a hesitant step towards the sensible remediation of the Dudley Creek flooding issues.
However the exact nature of the critical ‘downstream’ works is dependent on the current consultation
process, the assessment by Council staff and then the decision of the elected Council. That gives rise to
considerable trepidation.
I submit that the remediation of the Dudley Creek flooding situation is probably the worst example of any
post-earthquake recovery project in the city.
The residents of the Dudley / Flockton area have suffered the multiple disruptions of the flooding events and
all the ongoing uncertainty.
Unfortunately, under the current preferred options, the Council’s clear intention is to stretch the project out
for another 2 years. As noted in the Beca-Opus-EOS ‘Downstream Options Report (Section 1.2 , Project
Objectives) , the Council still has an objective that the ‘scheme’ be completed by August 2017.

That time frame can be and must be reduced.
I believe that the critical ‘downstream’ component of the project could have (and should have) been
completed by now. In fact it could have been in place this past summer !
To understand why such a statement can be made, requires some knowledge of the way in which the project
has proceeded to date.

Dudley Creek – A short project overview:
The project commenced in November 2012. In the sixteen month period to March 2014, fourteen possible
options were considered. Around the time of the March-April floods, those fourteen were whittled down to
two and presented in reports dated March 2014.
The political response to the three floods was the formation of a ‘Mayoral Flood Taskforce’, probably borne
from the Mayor’s exasperation with the performance of Council managers and engineers. Naturally the
Taskforce recommendations were adopted, as the Council needed to be seen to being doing something, even
if the proposals (upstream works and the Tay St pump) were skew-whiff in terms of priorities and probably a
waste of money.
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Another report and round of consultation followed in November 2014 with a couple of revised options being
recommended. Upon analyzing submissions, Council staff and consultants (Jacobs) produced new plans for
approval by the elected Council. And so the ‘downstream’ options were carefully narrowed down to two,
with a pesky third relegated for nuisance value.
A second consulting firm (Pattle Delamore) was quickly brought into the mix to steady the ship with a peer
review and they were careful in their appraisal. Then in March 2015, yet another set of consultants (BecaOpus-EOS) were awarded the contract to further scope the options; - and it is their report which was released
on 12 June 2015.
The June 2015 report currently out for ‘consultation’ is now showing three options; - down from the original
fourteen of 1½ years earlier, but up one from what the elected Council had been maneuvered by staff into
approving six months earlier.
The question arises; - where did the third option (Option C) come from? Why has it been sprung on the
residents and ratepayers this late in the piece. Here is the short version of the origin of Option C.

Option C – Bypass using Randall & Medway streets:
The ‘Randall-Medway Bypass’ option was first proposed (by myself) on 6th May 2014, a few days after the
last of the floods and the establishment of the Mayoral Flood Taskforce.
In the intervening months, the failure of Council staff to properly consider the 6th May proposal was
something I’ve never personally witnessed in my business career. If I put forward a sensible option that
saved considerable time & money to any decent corporate, I’d expect to be welcomed and thanked. But not
so with the CCC. How naïve of me.
When it came to the November 2014 submissions, I felt it best to prepare a full submission, including copies
of all relevant correspondence. I did this in the knowledge that few would read the submission, but at the
very least it might induce a proper consideration of the ‘Randall-Medway Bypass’ option.
It obviously received consideration, but it certainly wasn’t proper consideration. It seemed that every effort
was made to ensure the ‘Randall-Medway Bypass’ was ranked third or lower.
The manner in which the submissions were considered, followed by the hasty rearrangement of proposals put
forward to the elected Council in December 2014, demonstrated the severe deficiencies in the Council
engagement processes and the elected Council decision making process. The extent of those governance
deficiencies is a matter for another time.
As expected, the June 2015 Report for the current round of consultation says exactly zero about the origin of
Option C, the ‘Randall-Medway Bypass’ option. How crass.
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Effects of the Failure to properly consider the ‘Randall-Medway Bypass’ option:
There are two main effects:
 The ‘Randall-Medway Bypass’ could have been completed by now; - by this past summer.
 The overall project cost would have been substantially less.
Unfortunately, there are senior members of the Council staff who have failed to engage with a sensible
proposal and thereby squandered both time and the ratepayers’ money.
That failure to engage has meant the proposal I first put forward on 6th May 2014 has not been correctly
understood. In simple terms, the project priorities have been bizarre; - the priorities are arse-about-face. A
serious change in thinking is required, as set out in the appendix below.
The failure to understand how to handle system constraints has a continuing impact. It skews the assessment
of the three ‘downstream’ options and impacts on the delivery time & cost of the overall project.
In terms of timing, there is a continuing reticence to invoke the powers of the CER Act (Canterbury Earthquake
Recovery Act) in tandem with community consultation. The prime purpose of the CER Act is to aid the
recovery and the Dudley Creek remediation requires a proper recovery response.
I won’t bother going into other aspects of the ‘timing’ and ‘cost’ effects. To do so would be difficult, as any
in-depth analysis would require substantial disclosure of information by Council. Regrettably information
disclosure is not a strong point of Council: - the situation is that some Council staff members have
deliberately withheld information on the Dudley Creek project which should have been provided under the
Official Information provisions of the LGOIMA (Local Government Official Information & Meetings Act).
On the matter of legal responsibilities, Section 10 of the Local Government Act provides as follows:
Local Government Act
Section 10 Purpose of local government
(1) The purpose of local government is—
(a) to enable democratic local decision-making and action by, and on behalf of, communities; and
(b) to meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local infrastructure, local
public services, and performance of regulatory functions in a way that is most cost-effective for
households and businesses.
(2) In this Act, good-quality, in relation to local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of
regulatory functions, means infrastructure, services, and performance that are—
(a) efficient; and
(b) effective; and
(c) appropriate to present and anticipated future circumstances.

I’ll put my money on no-one stepping forward to defend the Dudley Creek project as meeting either of the
provisions of Section 10 (Purpose of Local Government).
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Concluding Comment:
In my view, the remediation of the Dudley Creek flooding situation is probably the worst example of any
post-earthquake recovery project in the city.
The public keeps hearing about the need to change the culture within the Council and the financial
predicament facing the ratepayers in the next few years. Improving the Council’s performance requires
some significant changes. A good place to start might be to look at the Dudley Creek fiasco.
I hope that the Mayor, Councilors and CEO of the Council take appropriate action in the cause of sorting out
the Dudley Creek situation and in the wider cause of helping the city move forward.
Finally, just think about the big numbers in the whole project – and draw your own conclusions:
Project Start Date:

November 2012

Target Conclusion Date:

August 2017

Project Time Span:

4 years & 9 Months - Say 1700 days.

Downstream Pipe – Option C:

800 meters long.

Proposed Progress Rate:

Less than ½ metre per day !

Yours sincerely
Contact Details

Bruce White
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Bruce W K White
Christchurch.
Email bruce@white.co.nz
Ph 0274 398 555
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Appendix: How to think about Constrained Systems:
Part A: A general overview of the flooding problem:


The flooding problem in Flockton Basin and other parts of the Dudley Creek is primarily due to a constraint in the
discharge of storm water in heavy rain events.



In other words, there is insufficient capacity in the pipes and natural waterways to handle the volume of rain water.
A bottleneck (constraint) exists.



To use the bathtub analogy, the taps are on and the plug is in (or perhaps partly in). The water outlet is constrained
and water can't discharge as fast as it is coming in via the taps. To stop the water overflowing, you either turn off
the taps - or you remove the plug - or you get the buckets & syphons working.



Clearly, there are constraints in the discharge of water from Flockton Basin, because when the flood waters
disappeared, they did so fairly rapidly.

Part B: Dealing with Constraints:
Step 1. The first thing about any constrained system (eg. flood waters, road works or a manufacturing facility) is to
identify the main constraints in the system. At this stage, there are of course numerous assumptions being
made in identifying and assessing these constraints.
Step 2. The second thing is to identify which of the main constraints (identified in Step 1) is the ‘Primary Constraint’.
This is the constraint which has the most overall impact on the constrained system.
Step 3. The third step is to focus on and do whatever is needed to remove the ‘Primary Constraint’.
Step 4. Once the ‘Primary Constraint’ is removed, the next steps are to repeat the process on the other constraints in the
system, as identified in Step 1. However with the ‘Primary Constraint’ now resolved, the overall system is now
different and the nature of the residual ‘Secondary’ constraints tends to become clearer. The earlier
assumptions and estimates need to be modified and some secondary constraints may not be any issue at all.
Part 3: How to Apply Constraints Principles to the Dudley Creek System:
Best Practice:
Step 1. Clearly there were constrained flows across the Dudley Creek system.
Step 2. The ‘Primary Constraint’ in the system was identified as being east of Stapletons Rd, and specifically
downstream of North Parade.
Step 3. The third step should have been to deal with this clearly identified ‘Primary Constraint’.
Council Practice:
That ‘third step’ is not what Council and Consultants did. They incorrectly focused on the whole catchment
and made numerous estimates in doing so.
Then the Mayoral Taskforce got into action and they talked about social issues, retreating from Flockton Basin,
wrapping houses, doing upstream works and building the Tay St diversion.
In the process, they all lost sight of what had to be done as a ‘Number 1 Priority’ ahead of all else. The
consequence has been a bucket-full of money spent and the project is far from finished.
Using the bathtub analogy, they got buckets & syphons out and didn’t focus on removing the plug.
Part 4. How the Randall-Medway Bypass options was quickly developed.


The original proposal was not some flashy piece of inspiration.



Rather it was a very deliberate (short) study of the Dudley Creek system after I travelled through the area expecting
to find flood water and found none. It was based on my experience as a key stakeholder & project manager
guiding a successful stormwater and land construction project in Auckland, my knowledge & experience of
systems and constraints theories and a clear enunciation of the purpose and principles that should guide projects
such as the Dudley Creek remediation.
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